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A b s tr a c t
The thesis considers th e  feasibility of using marginal soils, stabilized w ith hy­
drated  lime or ordinary Portland  Cement as an alternative construction material 
for embankment dams.
A n historical review discusses some prior successful applications o f soil-cement, 
soij-lime and roller c o n tac ted  concrete in  hydraulic structures.
The principles of soil stabilization w ith  lime and cement Me presented as an intro­
duction to  the  laboratory testing programme. The testing programme considers 
aspects of engineering properties fundamental to  embankment dam  construction. 
These include compaction characteristics, unconfined compressive strength, shear 
strength, flexural strength, shrinkage characteristics and permeability.
Since th e  stabilized material wili require protection by a  durable facing, the 
durabilities of the  materials are considered, b u t to  a  lim ited extent, as are the 
therm al properties. Further research is required to  investigate the  suitability of 
th e  presently accepted durability te st methods which appear to  be too  harsh  for 
soil-lime.
The engineering properties o f the  untreated soils, which would probably no t be 
considered suitable for conventional embankment dams construction, are signifi­
cantly enhanced by the  addition of the  stabilizers. The resulting stabilized mate­
rials present the  designer w ith a variety of alternative m aterials suitable for dam 
construction. Cost savings relative to  conventional dam  building materials result 
from  a significant reduction in  the  construction time.
A lthough the  properties of soil-lime and soil-cement may differ, e.g. in time rate 
of strength development, this is seen as an advantage in the  consideration of 
alternative design options in arriving a t a  creative cost-eHective solution.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 D evelopm ents in  th e  U se o f  C om p ac ted  M a te r i­
a ls  in  E m b an k m en t D am s a n d  o th e r  H y d rau lic  
S tru c tu re s
In  recent years, rapid increases in  construction costs have motivated dam  de­
signers to  research and develop construction techniques which reduce costs by 
utilizing less suitable materials and by reducing the  construction tim e. Both s ta ­
bilized soil and roller compacted concrete have become increasingly popular in 
dam  building and other hydraulic applications where durable and  erosion resis­
ta n t m aterials are  required.
The need for cost effective construction materials is especially apparent in Africa 
where many areas are subjected to  alternating periods of severe drought and 
sudden high rainfalls. The third world economies are hard  pressed to cope with 
the  more imm ediate problems of disease and starvation, and thus cannot afford 
the costs of building structures to either prevent floods or to  provide water during 
periods of drought. Although foreign aid attem pts to  partially solve the problem 
by providing much needed food and medical supplies, i t  does no t help the  third 
world countries t^becom e self-sufficient.
Thus many dams m ust be constructed a t the  lowest possible cost, while a t the 
same time providing sufficient spillway capacity and /or erosion resistance to 
prevent dam  failure during a  major flood. Rural communities could then  de­
velop agricultural projects w ithout fear of their efibrts being thwarted by flood 
or drought.
Robertson, Bentel and B light [1] discuss the po tential of the  stabilized sii dam  
in  the  African context, and how th e  different materials and embankment config­
urations provide the  designer w ith a  num ber of feasible alternatives which can be 
used under a  wide variety of circumstances.
The following sections present an historical review of some of th e  developments 
in  the  construction of embankment dams and other hydraulic structures which 
m otivated th is research project. The discussion highlights th e  areas where the 
use of stabilized soil and roller compacted concrete can provide benefits over 
traditional solutions, either by expediting construction or by cutting costs.
1 .1 .1  S o i l- c e m e n t
Probably the  most im portant development in dam  building technology in recent 
years was th e  successful use of soil-cement as slope protection. A  typical soil- 
cement slope protection design is shown in Figure 1.1. The protection layer of 
approxim ately 600 m m  tiuckness is  constructed by compacting horizontal layers 
of soil-cement typically 2 to  3 m  wide and 150 to  SIX) mm deep in  stairstep fashion 
up the embankment. I t  should be noted th a t the same technique is used in roller 
compacted concrete construction.
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Figure 1.1: Soil-cement Slope Protection
T he first significant use of soil-cement in  dam  construction occurred in 1951 when 
a  tria l embankment in the  area  of th e  Bonny dam  was faced w ith  soil-cement and 
asphalt concrete as substitutes for rip-rap slope protection (2,3]. The closely 
monitored tria l proved successful and soil-cement rapidly gained popularity as 
an  economically competitive slope protection. In 1976 the  Portland  Cement 
Association [4j reported th a t soil-cement had been used in some 150 projects for 
slope protection for earth  dam s'or other embankments.
Although no t ye t widely used in South Africa, soil-cement »  es used by the  De­
partm ent of Water Affairs to line th e  upstream and downstream faces of several 
small containm ent dams in  th e  V aal-Grootdraai emergency scheme. The inter­
mediate containm ent dams were bu ilt a t "great speed” in 1983 to reverse the 
fiow of f.Ke Yaal River between the  Vaal D am  and the  GrooSdraai D am  during a 
particularly severe drought which began in 1978 [5],
The idea o f  a  solid stabilized soR 4am , i.e. a  hcznogenecu; embankment (Figure 
1.2) was initiated by N ash, Jardiae and Humphreys [6] and pursued by Blight 
(7), Robertson and Blight [8], and Robertson [9j. The philosophy behind t>e idea 
is th a t since stabilized soil has proved successful in  ‘hydraulic’ applications, then 
under suitable conditions i t  can also be used in the  body of th e  dam  as th e  mass 
gravity component. By varying the  stabilizer content, the  specific ‘zones’ required 
in  the embankment can be provided e.g. a  cement rich upstream  facing can be 
used simultaneously as an impermeable membrane and as slope protection.
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Figure 1.2: The ‘Solid’ Stabilized Soil Embankment Dam
In  comparison w ith a  typical zoned earth  embankment dam , some advantages 
perceived m  _• use of stabilized soii are:
•  The embankment slopes can be steepened as the strength of th e  m aterial 
increases thereby decreasing the  embankment volume. Depending on the 
height of the  embankment, the  cost saving through reducing th e  embank­
m ent volume and thereby the  construction tim e can exceed th e  additional 
cost of the  stabilizer.
•  The need for slope protection can be eliminated if  the  stabilized soil is 
sufficiently durable to  resist erosion.
•  T he reduced babe w idth of the  stabilized soil dam  and the  increased erosion 
resistance could reduce the  lengths and thus also the  costs of diversion and 
outle t works. For example, aa  emergency spillway could be  lined w ith  soil- 
cement rather thac  the conventional and more expensive concrete lining, 
while th e  length the  spillway would b e  less than  th a t required for an 
earth  dam  because of the  reduced w idth of the dam.
e Foundation preparation would be similar to  th a t for an earth  embankment 
dam . A lthough the  w idth of the  foundation would be reduced, the  depth 
m ight in some cases have to  be  greater to  provide an adequate foundation 
for the  less flexible stabilised soil.
•  The permeability of stabilized soil is generally low enough to  eliminate the 
need of impervious tones and filters. For example, an im pervious upstream  
soil-cement facing might eliminate the  necessity for a  day  core.
Robertson [9) conducted extensive research on various engineering properties of 
soil-cement, using a residual felaite located near to  the  new Rondebosch D am  
site a t M iddelburg, Transvaal. He concluded th a t the  solid soil-cement dam  was 
indeed viable and in a comparison w ith the  actual Rondebosch concrete buttress 
dam, he found th a t the  soil-cement dam  would provk' many advantages which 
would result in  a  considerable cos* saving.
A lthough a large soil-cement dam  has yet to  be  constructed, this may be  a t­
tributable to  the  fact th a t the  material is still being researched and developed.
N everthele ss , the  m aterial has been used in smaller hydraulic structures in a 
number of ways.
Dinchak (10) reports the  construction of small solid soil-cement embankment 
walls (depths varying from 2.5 m  to  6.5 m) forming the  circumferential wall 
acd the  interior baffle dykes of a  cooling water reservoir itt Texas. Dinchak
[lOj and Adaska [3} report the use of soil-cement for foundation construction, 
shoreline erosion protection and the  use of low-permeability soil-cement aa a 
lining m ateria l for seepage control and slope protection in  reservoirs, channels, 
and sludge-drying and wastewater lagoons. Adaska (3j reports the use of soil- 
cement in  more than  300 water resource projects over the  30 year period before 
1986. He also mentions the  development o f a  composite liner consisting of a 
synthetic liner placed between two layers of soil-cement for maximum seepage 
protection in  the  storage of hazardous wastes.
1 .1 .2  S o i l- l im e
T he strength and durability o f lime stabilized soils are generally lower than  ce­
ment stabilized soils. A  direct comparison is however pointless since the  choice of 
stabilizing agent for a particular application is  dependent on the  soil type , and in 
particular th e  quantity  and type of clay present in  th a t soil. For a  soil containing 
a  heavy day, one will often find th a t  on adding a  given quantity  of lim e, the 
resulting m aterial is  superior to  th a t obtained by adding a  similar quantity  of 
cement.
Thus cement stabilization is not suitable for all applications, and Gutschick (11) 
reports a  wide variety of projects where soil-lime has been used successfully in 
‘hydraulic’ structures, i.e. structures th a t are submerged or partially submerged.
One such project is the  Friant-K era irrigation canal in California where the  USBR 
re-lined sections of the  canal w ith  soil-lime. Initially, 85% of the canal was lined 
w ith concrete panels, the remainder of th e  canal being earth  lined. T he purpose 
of the  remedial work was to  overcome cracking and  sliding problems along earth 
lined sections of the  canal, and to  prevent further cracking or “popping off” of 
concrete panels. These problems were caused by the  expansive clay soil used 
to  construct a  large proportion of the  canal. A fter twelve ysars, the  soil-lime 
lining was reported to  have performed “in  an excellent fash’.on” [12], showing 
little  deterioration, very good resistance to  erosion and no loss in  strength. Core 
samples indicate th a t the  strength is increasing w ith age.
Lime stabilization has also been used extensively in repair woirk in levees and earth 
dams where piping problems in dispersive soils, and sliding problems in  expansive 
days have been encountered. As a result o f these successful applications, soil-lime 
is being used as a  ‘shell’ to face dams and spillways [13,14,15} and in  dam cores 
to  prevent erosion and piping [14,15].
1 .1 .3  R o l l e r  c o m p a c te d  c o n c r e te  -  R C C
Roller compacted concrete is a material which has gained rapid popularity as a 
construction m aterial in  embankment dams. Since the  first RCC dam  was con­
structed in 1982 [16j, RCC has proved economically competitive as an alternative 
to  bo th  earth  embankment and concrete gravity dams. P rio r to  August 1988, ap­
proximately eighteen RCC dams had been built worldwide [17), In  South Africa, 
tiro  RC C  daais have been constructed while a t least two more are a t the  design 
or tender stage.
RCC originated from the idea of compacting conventional structural concrete w ith 
vibratory rollers in  order to  gain economical advantage by reducing the  construc­
tion tim e. Since densification is achieved by compaction, less placement water 
and less cement is required to achieve similar strengths a t similar cem ent/w ater 
ratios as conventional cnccretes. T hs cement content can be further reduced 
by replacing cement w ith fly ash which improves the  workability of the mix, and 
which can contribute to  strength gains through pozzolanic reaction w ith lime 
liberated during cement hydration.
The u n it cost of RCC is thus less than  th e  un it cost of conventional concrete. 
However, th e  major cost savings emanate from the  reduction in construction time, 
since increased material volumes may oSset cost savings through reduced cement 
contents.
Successful mixes [16,18,19,20} have also been achieved using less select aggregates 
and a  higher cement content to  offset the lowez strength resulting from  th e  higher 
proportion of fine m aterial. The aggregates may brs a  m ixture of locally quar­
ried m aterials (“as dug”), w ith  some processed aggregate added to  improve the 
particle grading distribution.
P rior to  the  addition of cement, these la tte r  materials would appear to  fall within 
the  Unified and AASHTO soil groups, i.e. they can b e  classified as soils rather 
than  concrete aggregates. The products however have concrete like properties. 
Thus the  products coo justifiably b e  classified as soil-cement, b u t are rather 
included in the so-called "range" of roller compacted concretes. The classification 
seems to  result from the ability to  obtain a  fairly consistent material throughout 
the dam , thus minimizing the variability of the  product.
There exists no single definition for RCC, and i t  appears th a t in order for such 
m aterials to  be acceptable to  dam  builders, the  definition of concrete has been 
’stretched’ to  include soils successfully stabilized w ith cement. Schrader [16} con­
tends th a t the soii in soil-cement has very little  coarse m aterial, whereas RCC
contains more coarse gravels. However, from descriptions given, the  materials 
used a t Willawereek [16j e cd  Moaksville fl8j dam s (albeit m anufactoied by mix­
ing  constituents), m ight well be classified as well graded gravels ra the r than 
‘concrete aggregates’.
T he author feels th a t such attem pts to  redefine stabilized soil and concrete are 
unnecessary. The search for alternative construction materials will lose momen­
tu m  if  i t  gets caught up in the concrete designers desire for materials w ith  the 
predictability o f  conventional concrete. The ‘cade’ approach to  concrete design 
will certainly stifle th e  development of alternative m aterials if  th is approach is 
allowed to  be the  criterion for evaluating the  success of alternative materials.
A  combination of the arts of soil-mechanics and concrete technology provides 
sufficient understanding for (a t least) trials to  validate (or invalidate) proposed 
alternatives. Such trials would be expensive bu t could prove profitable to  dam 
building, as did RCC which required the  expenditure o f  vast am ounts o f  money 
on field trials before becoming acceptable as a  dam  building material.
The successful applications of soil-cement quoted in Section 1.1.1 can thus be 
augmented by similar applications where the  use of m aterial referred to  as RCC 
has no t been prepared using conventional concrete aggregates.
1.2 Ju stifica tio n  for F u r th e r  R esearch
A s the  tit le  of this thesis suggests, the  prim ary a im  of this research project is to  ex­
tend  earlier research into alternative dam  building materials to  include stabilizing 
agents o ther than  cement, and sim ultaneously broaden th e  range of exploitable 
soil types. T his idea arose from the desire to  utilize the  large quantities of plas­
tic  (clay) soils available in South Africa no t generally suitable for use as a  dam  
building m aterial in an unstabilized form.
Legge (21) notes th a t in certain regions of South Africa, “i t  is not possible to 
obtain even semi-pervious soils w ithin an economic haul distance from the dam  
site” . A  possible solution under such circumstances is to construct an homoge­
neous embankment, i.e. w ithout semi-pervious or pervious outer zones, using the 
impervious clay material. This results in the  embankment having steeper side 
slopes than  the slopes which might be  achieved in a zoned embankment. Costs 
could certainly be reduced significantly if  i t  proved feasible to  use such materials 
in  a stabilized form to  construct the  embankment dam.
I t  wag also envisaged th a t it  would be  advantageous to  dam  designers if  i t  became 
possible to  provide a  more flexible stabilized m aterial by using plastic soils and 
stabilizing agents other than  cement. Aa a  result the  restriction on the  use 
of soil-cement to  sites w ith  foundations stiff enough to  prevent cracking in the 
relatively brittle soil-cement, could be eliminated  or  a t least improved upon. 
Alternatively, the  increased costs o f providing adequate foundations for the  less 
flexible stabilized soils (relative to  conventional embankment dam  requirements) 
m ight well be offset by the  reduction in the  transportation costa through utilizing 
nearby ‘marginal’ soils.
Since stabilized soii has been used so extensively in  highway construction a  vast 
amount o f  research has been conducted into the  properties o f  stabilized soil re­
sulting in  a  great deal of reference literature  on th i  subject. However th e  past 
research is often selective, concentrating on the  quantification of th e  properties 
spedfic to  a  particular application. This reference m aterial is thus no t easily 
transferable to  the more elaborate requirements of embankment dam  design, and 
thus further research is required to  evaluate alternative materials in this context.
Furthermore, the  behaviour o f  an embankment dam  under varying boundary con­
ditions is certainly different to  th e  behaviour of road or airfield pavements. The 
consequences of the  failure of a  dam  demand th a t a  dam  be  designed w ith almost 
no risk o f  failure. This requires aa  intim ate understanding bo th  of th e  engineer­
ing properties of the materials involved, and of changes in  boundary conditions 
(such as th e  presence of permeating w&tjr) on the  engineering properties and on 
the integrity of the  struc ture  as a  whole.
In order to  use stabilized soil as a  construction m ateria l in dams, there is a  need 
for research which provides:
•  An understanding of the  mechanisms of cement and lime stabilization of 
various soil types.
•  The quantification of the  entire spectrum  of resulting engineering properties 
pertinent to  dam  design, for a  variety of soil-stabilizer combinations.
In planning the  research programme, it  was recognized th a t the  scope of the 
project would no t perm it an in-depth investigation into all the properties which 
require quantification. For a  number of soil/stabilizer combinations, each prop­
erty could in fact form  th e  basis o f an individual research project. 16 was thus 
decided to  differentiate between those properties which require laboratory in­
vestigation before the  construction of a  tria l embankment, and those properties 
which couM be tter be investigated under full-scale conditions.
A  testing programme was then  se t up to  investigate the  following aspects o f 
stabilized soils:
•  The determination of the  index properties o f the  selected soils, including 
particle size dii trlbution and A tterberg lim its. The results o f  these prelim­
inary tests a te  presented in Chapter 3 together w ith information regarding 
selection of soil types, stabilizing agents, and stabilizer contents.
•  Compaction characteristics.
•  Strength -  including triaxial shear strength, unconfined compressive strength 
and flexural strength.
•  Permeability and erosion -.esistance.
•  Shrinkage.
•  Durability.
•  Therm al conductivity.
The testing programmes for therm al conductivity and durability were limited 
tuus allowing more eSbrt to  be concentrated on the  other properties. Thermal 
conductivity woizJd be more easily quantified through measurements on a  large 
s tructure, bu t some value for stabilized soil was desired. The testing  of durability 
according to  the  accepted w et/d ry  testing procedure appears to  b e  too harsh 
for soil-lime mixtures which, although they  may fail such a te s t, show evidence 
of being sufficiently durable for some hydraulic applications. Further research 
is required to  develop a  suitable laboratory te st which provides a  satisfactory 
comparison with field results.
Nevertheless, i t  was felt th a t th e  quantification of the  listed properties would 
provide sufficient design da ta  for the  construction of a tria l embankment. The 
tria l embankment could then be  used to  quantify other properties and to  evaluate 
the field behaviour of the various materials.
C h apter 2
THE PRINCIPLES OF SOIL 
STABILIZATION WITH 
CEMENT AND LIME
2 .1  In tro d u c tio n
In  South Africa, bo th  lime and cement are used to  stabilize soils for use in pave­
m ent layers. The iype  o f  stabilizieg agent depends on the  constituents of the  soil 
to  be trea ted  ■vhile the  quantity o f stabilizer normally depends on the end result 
required, i.e. modification or cementation.
A rule of thum b frequently used is th a t lime is suitable for treating materials 
w ith a plasticity index (PI) higher than  10 ((22)). Ballantine and Rosaouw [23] 
recommend th&t for effective stabilization w ith lime, the trea ted  soil should have 
a minimum clay content of 5% and a  P I  of e t  least 12 to  ensure "an adequate ce­
menting matrix” , There are however many materials e.g. na tura l gravels such as 
certain sandstoi.es, calcretes, decomposed granites and dolerites, whose streu jth  
may increases considerably when trea ted  w ith lime, even though the P is  of these 
materials may be below 10 [22].
Although cement can be used to  stabilize almost any soil, i t  is generally most 
effective in stabilizing medium to  low plasticity materials. In practice i t  is some­
times difficult to  obtain a uniform mixture when using cement w ith fine, clayey 
soils. In such cases, lime may prove to be a  be tter stabilizing agent since it  re­
duces the  plasticity of th e  clay and can aid in the  pulverization of a  d a y  i.e. in
allowing desiccated lumps to  be  broken down more easily (see Section 2.4).
Research is currently being conducted e t the University of the  W itwaterarand 
which will hopefully delineate more clearly th e  boundary between soils tha t 
should b e  stabilized w ith cement, and soils th a t should be stabilized w ith  lime. 
Nevertheless, the  final choice of stabilizing agent for a  particular project requires 
consideration of the  design requirements, laboratory te st results, site conditions, 
availability of stabilizers a t the  tim e of construction and economics,
In  attem pting to  achieve a desired .result, one can also consider the  possibility 
o f using a combination of stabilizing agents. By adding small quantities o f lime 
to  a  clay soil, one can  significantly reduce the  plasticity of the soil (or “dry 
out” the  soil) and produce a  mote friable m aterial wlzid: is easier to  worlt and 
compact. The technique of “preconditioning” clayey soils in this way is often 
used to  expedite construction, particularly on w et sites or during rainy weather, 
or to  prepare the  soil either for further additions of lizne or for stabilization with 
cement.
Clay mineralogy and the  chemistry o f Ihm -chy  reactions and cement hydration 
are complex topics no t fully understood a t this stage. A  critical revue of these 
topics is beyond the  scope of this project. Some references dealing w ith soil 
stabilization use simplistic  explanations to  describe complex m anifestations such 
as the  self-aggregation or flocculation of clay resulting from the  addition of lime.
An understanding of the fundamentals of soil stabilization according to  these 
sim plistic explanations has proved adequate for the successful use of stabilized 
materials in  a  variety of applications. However some points do require emphasis 
to  prevent materials from being incorrectly used.
In the  case of lime stabilization for example, a  knowledge of the  type of clay being 
stabilized is im portan t since the  extent and ra te  of the  iime-clay reactions differ 
between clay minerals because of th e  different mineral structures. Thus successful 
lime stabilization is fairly sensitive to  the quantity of added lime i.e. different 
days require different quantities of adder1 lime to  achieve th e  same end result. 
Unlike cement stabilization where increasing the cement content almost inevitably 
results in an increase in the strength, excess lime may defeat the  objective, w ith 
higher strengths being achieved a t lower lime contents.
The ra te  of gain in  strength of soil-lime may be very slow compared to  th e  rate 
of gain in strength of soil-cement. Design considerations m ust therefore take into 
account the  need for lengthier curing periods before a  structure can be p u t into
In  practice, i t  is no t economically viable to  pulverize hardened clay lumps into in­
dividual clay particles. Specifications generally require th a t the  lumps be crushed 
to  a maximum size of 4.75 nun  (passing the  # 4  sieve). A  particle size distribution 
curve obtained in the  laboratory represents an ideal case, w ith the  clay particles 
having been separated from each other (dispersed) by the  addition of a  defloc- 
cul&nt o r  dispersing agent. In reality, the  clay lumps m ust be trea ted as larger 
particles inherently wecJcer than  any cementing agent or silt or sand particles. 
Although th e  outsides of the  lumps may be modified aad thereafter coated with 
cementing m aterial, i t  is no t likely th a t th e  interior of the  lum ps will become 
stabilized unless the stabilizer is able to  diffuse into the  body of the lump. Care 
must therefore b e  taken no t to  trea t clay soils as if  they were made up  of easily 
divisible minutely sized particles.
The basic s truc ture  o t  clay minerals is  described in Appendix A , together with 
th e  structure  of two clay types smectite and kaolinite. Smectite and kaolinite 
are  common in  naturally occurring soils and are frequently used to  describe the 
extremes of the  behaviour of the  various clay minerals. They are used in  this text 
to  highlight the  differences in the  behaviour th a t one might expect on stabilizing 
various clay soils w ith lime and cement1.
2.2 L im e S tab iliza tio n
2 .2 .1  L im e
A lthough 'lim e' refera specifically to  the chemical compound calcium oxide (CaO), 
i t  is also commonly used to  refer to  the  calcination products of limestone (CaGOa) 
and dolomite (CaM g(COs):) and other calcareous or dolomitic calcination prod-
W hen heated to  about IIOO°C [24}, caicitic limestone decomposes into “burned” 
lime (also "quick” or "unslaked” lime - CaO) and carbon dioxide (C O ;), i.e.:
CaCO s CaO +  CO, -  limestone
The decomposition of dolomitic limestone is a  two stage process. A t a  tem per­
a ture of about 700°C dolomite decomposes to  form magnesium oxide (MgO), 
carbon dioxide (CO ;) and calcium carbonate (CaCOs) i.e.:
‘Tke ciajr zalnerala react with the bee lime la the cement
CaM g(CO j)j r^ * 7 MgO +  CaCOg +  C O j - dolomite
I t  is necessary to  continue heating the  products to  IIOCPC to  decompose the 
CaCOg, i.e.:
M gO +  CaCOg '3 % °  CaO +  MgO +  C O ;
T he products generally include small quantities of 'impurities' originally included 
in  th e  limestone (see Table S.2), b u t th e  two types of lime are easily distinguished 
by the  quantities o f calcium (as CaO ) and magnesium (as MgO). ‘High calcium’ 
limes may contain 90-99% CaO while dolomitic limes may contain 30-40% MgO.
D ry hydrated caicitic lim e is produced when CaO is  reacted w ith ju s t enough 
w ater to  satisfy its affinity for moisture under conditions of hydration. High 
calcium quicklime reacts readily w ith  w ater to  produce caicitic hydrated lime
CaO +  H iO  — ► Ca(OH)2 T
The hydzation reaction, also known as ‘slaking’, is exothermic and is accompanied 
by an increase in  volume. Logically, the  hydrated lime has less available CaO per 
unit m ass (typically 60-75% available CaO) than  the  unslaked lime.
Dolomitic quicklime does not hydrate as readily, the  MgO component being 
less reactive as a  result of the ‘over burning’. Hydration a t atmospheric pres­
sure and low retention tiroes results in  dolomitic m onohydrate lime (Ca(OH)2 +  
MgO), while longer retention periods, elevated tem perature and pressure results 
in  dolomitic dihydrate lime (Ca(O H )j -t- M g(OH)j).
The products most commonly used for soil stabilization are  hydrated high cal­
cium lime (Ca(O H )j), monohydrated dolomitic hme (Ca(O H )j +  MgO), caicitic 
quicklime (CaO) and dolomitic quicklime (CaO +  MgO).
2 .2 .2  L im e -c la y  R e a c t io n s
When lime2 is  mixed w ith a moist clay soil, two basic though complex reactions 
take place[22,23,25,26]:
2This theala considers the use of high calcium hydrated time, calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)t)
Cation exchange reactions and Bocculatioa of the  d a y  which begin almost 
instantaneously and which produce rapid changes in the  soil plasticity and 
workability - referred to  as modification reactions.
D epending on the  characteristics of th e  soil being stabilized, a  clay-lime 
pozzolanic reaction may occur. The pogzolaaic reaction, which is time 
dependent, results in the  formation of of various cementing agents which 
increase the  strength and durability of the  material - called cementation.
Ion exchange and flocculation •
Clay particles adsorb cations* to  neutralize the  negative surface charge resulting 
from unbalanced isomorphous substitution (see Appendix A ). T he negative sur­
face and the  distributed charge in  the  adjacent phase are together term ed the 
‘diffuse double layer' [27].
The type  and siae o f the  adsorbed cations, together w ith other influences such 
as pH  and electrolyte concentration4,  infiuence the  thickness of th e  double layer 
and thus the interparticle forces and the  quantity of water adsorbed by the  clay 
to  hydrate th e  particle surface and the  adsorbed cationa.
T he adsorbed cations are exchangeable, i.e. they can be  replaced by other cations 
w ith the general rule for replaceabitity W a g  th a t znultivalent cations are adsorbed 
in preference to  monovalent cations.
W hen lime is added to  a  m oist clay soil, a  base-exchange reaction occurs with 
Ca2-1- ions replacing the  H+ ions and other monovalent ions such as Na+ ions 
adsorbed to  the  clay.
Both the increase in the  electrolyte concentration and the  preferential adsorp­
tion of multivalent Cal+  ions suppress the  double layer, leading to  reduction in 
interparticle repulsion (27,39).
As the  w ater content of calcium smectite is increased, the interlayer expansion 
is restricted to  a c-axis spacing of 19 A leading to  domains or aggregates of 
several unit layers [27]. On the  other hand, sodium smectite can expand almost 
indefinitely due to  strong interparticle repulsions, leading to  fully separated unit 
layer particles (dispersed).
'The influence of adsorbed anions ia generally not considered as being significant in lime 
stabilization
‘£smbe and WiitaaaJSBj aad Mitch ell [27] aad Grim {29} describe the various influences on 
the adsorbed water.
If  sufficient lime is added to  the day, crowding of the  Ca2+ cations onto the  clay 
particle surfaces results in the  particles aggregating into silt sized ‘floes’.
I t is thought [30] th a t the  tendency towards flocculation arises from the  increase 
in the  pH  of the soil-water. A t higher pH  values, hydrogen ions may dissociate 
from  SiOH groups exposed a t the  surface and edges of the  particle i.e.:
SiOH S iO - +  H+
resulting in the particle becoming more negatively charged. Thus the  cation 
exchange capacity is  dependent on pH, being greater a t higher pH values [29].
Thus th e  phenomenon of flocculation appears to  result from the  combined, effects 
of the  reduced interparticie repulsions and from the  bonding together of two 
negatively charged edges or surfaces by the  positive valencies o f calcium ions.
The ion exchange reactions and the  flocculation of the clay begin almost imme­
diately, resulting in  most cases in  an increase in the  plastic lim it and therefore 
a n  increase in  the  strength a t the  same 'in-situ ' water content [31]. Generally 
the  plastic lim it increases, while th e  liquid lim it either remains unchanged or 
increases or decreases slightly. The lime improves th e  texture of the  clay, and the 
m aterial becomes more friable and more workable.
The result of flocculation is in effect an increase in the  size of ‘particle’ which 
will rem ain stable, i.e. will not disperse into smaller particles, when placed in 
waver. Ingles [32] defines flocculation as the  ‘bridging’ o f clay particles into a 
loose random  structure (Figure 2.1). The randomly oriented structure is more 
porous (and hence has a higher permeability) than  the unflocculated structure. 
The bridged structure resists shear and thus yields a  lower compacted density for 
the  same compactive effort. He describes flocculation as “effectively converting 
the clay to  the  mechanical equivalent of a  fine silt" .
Figure 2.1: Floe Units in Random  Orientation
Figure 2.2 shows the  variation of th e  A tterberg lim its w ith increasing lime content 
of a  smectite clay soil investigated in  this project- The lim its were determined 
after the  mixtures had been allowed to  ‘cure’ in  a  loose s ta te  for a  period of 48 
hours. The trend is typical of smectite clays which show a significant reduction 
in plasticity resulting from an increase in  the  plastic lim it and a reduction in the 
liquid limit.
L im e C o a tea t (%)
Figure 2.2: Variation of A tterberg Limits of Soil C  w ith Lime Content
The increase in the  plastic limit  can be ascribed to  the  flocculation of the  clay 
which behaves more like a  granular m aterial. Hilt and Davidson [33] explain the 
rise in  plastic lim it as being additional w ater required to break the  stronger bonds 
between clay particles w ithin the  floes. In  other words, a  higher water content 
creates a  more dispersed structure which is easier to  remould.
The stabilized m aterial still exhibits a  liquid limit i.e. some cohesive strength, bu t 
will exhibit little  plasticity because of the overriding influence of weakly a ttracted 
silt size floes. Although the soil may appear to  be non-plastic, th is does no t mean 
th a t the  plastic lim it is zero, bu t th a t the  plastic lim it is  very close to  the  liquid 
limit or cannot be measured. The higher the  clay content (untreated), the  further
the  plastic and liquid lim its diverge from one another because of the increasing 
influence of th e  clay.
T hus as the  lime content is increased, more day  becomes flocculated, reducing 
the  range of w ater contents over which the  soil will behave plastically. The lime 
itself m ay also contribute to  some extent to  th e  raising of the  plastic lim it when 
i t  hydrates, i.e. additional water is required to  plasticize the  lime.
The same trend  cannot be expected for all soils, and laboratory determinations 
of the A tterberg lim its m ust be conducted to  confirm any assumed changes. 
Kaolinitic clays often show increases in  th e  liquid lim it w ith increasing lime 
content, sometimes showing increased plasticity [31]. However, the  increased 
plasticity can b e  shown to  result when the liquid lim it increases by a  greater 
amount than  the  plastic lim it5, i.e. the  liquid and plastic lim it curves diverge 
w ith increasing lime content.
Rowlands, F ih t and Delpak [34] present results obtained by A . Leroux which 
show the  P I  of a  kaolinite clay increases from 35 to  40% on the  addition of 20% 
lime as a  result of the  liquid lim it increasing from  "71 to  87%, while the  plastic 
lim it increased from 36 to  47%. Although an increase in the  plasticity may no t be 
desirable in  certain  applications, the increase in the  plastic lim it still makes the 
soil stronger a t the  same ‘in situ’ water content [31j. Results o f  their own research 
programme [34] conducted on a  soil w ith a P I  of approximately 12% show th a t the 
P I  decreases w ith increasing lime content, curing period and curing temperature.
The quantity  of lime required to  complete the  ion exchange and flocculation 
reactions (known as the ‘initial lime demand* or lim e  fixation capacity’), the 
rate  of the  reaction and the  extent to  which the properties of the  d a y  are altered 
by the  reaction, are dependent on the  clay type.
Kaolinites have low cation exchange capacities and thus low initial lime demands 
(1 to  2% lime by dry  weight). The ion exchange and flocculation reactions are 
normally completed fairly rapidly i.e. in less than 24 hours. Smectite clays have 
high cation exchange capacities and initial lime demands may range from 5% to 
as high as 12%. The ion exchange and flocculation reactions occur a t slower rate 
and may take some days to  complete.
Because of its small particle size and the  expanding lattice struc ture  of these 
particles, smectite clay is highly water ‘sensitive’. Sm ectite is notorious for the 
large volume changes which occur when i t  is  wet or dried. O n the  other hand,
‘la the numerous texts coneuited, the anther found no Instance where the plastic limit of a 
clay soil of any type decreased with increasing lime content.
kaolinite is relatively insensitive to  changes in water content and  does no t swell 
or shrink very much. Thus the  potential for modification of the  engineering 
properties of smectite by lime stabilization is logically much greater than  th a t for 
kaolinite.
Changes in  the  engineering properties can be effected rapidly, w ith the  modified 
clay having higher shear strength, higher permeability and  lower plasticity than  
th e  original m aterial. As mentioned earlier, these beneficial effects can  be utilized 
to  expedite construction on wet sites where the  modification of a plastic day  to  
a friable non-plastic m aterial allows access to  heavy construction equipment.
Cementation
After the  short te rm  ion exchange and flocculation reactions have occurred, any 
excess or 'free' time reacts chemically w ith  the  clay minerals o r w ith any other 
fine, pozzolaaic component such as hydrous silica or alumina. These reactions 
produce "tough, water-inscluhle1' hydra&ed calcium silicate  and aiarmnate gels 
which cement the soil particles [22,25,31,35,36].
The reaction products are similar to  those present in hydrated Portland  cement 
(see section 2.3). However the  hydration of cement is independent of the soil 
type, while w ith lime the  gel is Formed only after a ttack and removal o f silica 
from the  cUy minerals of the soil {25,3lj.
The type  and am ount of minerals in  the  soil th a t react w ith the  lime (known as 
pozzolans) vary for different soil types and determine the  long term  properties of 
the  soil-lime. Possible sources of silica and alumina include clay m inerals, quartz, 
felspars, micas and other similar silicate or alumino-sUicate minerals.
In  addition to  the  form ation of calcium and aluminium silicates, i t  is also believed 
th a t the lime reacts chemically with the  surfaces o f  the  d a y  minerals (25), with 
new phases nucleating directly upon the  surfaces of the  day  particle. The same 
reference suggests the  possibility th a t cs'*’ s ta t io n  occurs as a combination of the 
two processes.
These reactions occur only under a  condition of high alkalinity [23,25,33,37,38,33] 
(pH >  11) a t which the solubilities o f silica and alumina are greatly increased. 
T his condition is achieved by adding sufficient lime (the pH  of lime saturated 
w ater is approximately 12.4) to  ensure th a t the  pore water remains calcium sat­
urated for the  projected duration of the pozzolanic reactions. Ingles and Metcalf 
[31] no te  th a t the  reactions proceed only whilst water is present and able to carry
calcium and hydzoxyl ions to  the  clay surface. The reaction thus ceases on dry­
ing (just as cement hydration would cease on drying), and very dry soils will not 
react w ith  lime.
Ingies and M etcalf (Slj describe She cementing mechanism as shown ia  Figure 2.3 
whereby the  gel immediately begins to  coat clay lumps in the  soil and to  block off 
th e  soil pores. In  t ime the  gel crystallizes on the  sides of d a y  lumps into calcium 
silicate and aluminate hydrates. W ater for the reactions is ‘w ithdrawn’ from th& 
soil pores un til there ie insufficient w ater in the voids and the  reaction ceases. 
Correct emphasis is placed on the  fact th a t (in  the  short term ) clay lum ps are 
stabilized on the ir outside surfaces only. Thus together w ith the unused lime and 
the  weaker un crystallized gel, the  interior of the  lumps represent local weaknesses 
in the  ‘m atrix ’ o f stabilized soil. In the  longer te rm  (a  number of years), the 
interior o f  the  lamps may become stabilized through the  diffusion of dissolved
\
Figure 2.3: Mechanism of Lime Stabilization of Clay Soils (after Ingles and Met­
calf [31])
N atura l soils contain both granular (silt, sand and gravel) and clay materials. 
Some of the  granular particles m ay  be capable o f  reacting w ith th e  Ume to  form 
cementitious gel. I t  follows logically th a t there m ust be sufficient lime reactive 
clay or other materials to produce sufficient cementing material to  bo th  encase 
the  clay lumps and to  bind granular particles together a t points of contact [32].
A lthough the  cementing reactions may begin immediately, the  ra te  of the reaction 
is very slow, and it  may take some years before sufficient crystalline products form 
to  produce strengths comparable w ith soil-cement. The cementitious products are 
perm anent [22,25,39], and as will be demonstrated by th e  results o f th is project, 
large increases in strength occur w hen the  m aterial is submersed in  water or when 
flowing w ater is passed through the material.
O n the  basis of th is  discussion, the  author feels intuitively th a t water percolating 
through a  compacted lime-clay m aterial is advantageous since ii  can 'carry ' cal­
cium ions into th e  unstabilized body of clay lumps and other regions otherwise 
inaccessible to  the  calcium. In  this way the m aterial may be  more effectively 
stabilized fairly rapidly. However, excess lime required for the slower pozzolanic 
reactions may be leached out of the  material. I t  is thus im portant in  a  struc­
ture  such as an embankment dam , to  ensure th a t the  Bow of w ater through the 
stabilized material is  very slow.
Not a ll d a y  types are lime reactive. The non-ieactive materials show little  or no 
increase in strength when lim e  stabilization is attem pted. Short term  (7 or 28 
day) laboratory strength tests are of lit tle  value in  determining ‘optim um’ lime 
requirements for strength, and may provide misleading results (see Chapter 5). 
Long te rm  laboratory tests, which may be shortened by accelerating the  reactions 
by curing specimens a t elevated tem peratures [25], are the  only reliable means of 
identifying w hether a  soil is lime reactive or not.
Carbonation
If  a  soil-lime mixture is left exposed, then carbon dioxide from the  air reacts with 
the calcium hydroxide to form caldum  carbonate. Carbonation is undesirable 
because i t  robs the lime intended for pozzolanic reactions and Alls the  voids with 
a  weak cement which prevents the  bonding of soil particles by any pozzolanic 
cement th a t may be produced.
Paige-Green (40) found that no t only does carbon dioxide retard  the  development 
of strength of lime-stabilized materials b u t is also capable of reversing the  strength 
development in some materials, particularly lime stabilized calcretes, such tha t
major strength losses result.
C arbonation of lime p rio r to  and after mixing m ust therefore be  prevented in 
order to  achieve the  maximum strength gains through pozzolanic action and to  
prevent the deterioration of the stabilized material when subjected to  service
2 .3  C em ent S tab iliza tion
2 ,3 .1  Cement
Portland cement is manufactured by burning an intimate m ixture of calcareous 
(mainly limestone) and argillaceous (day  or shale) and /o r other silica, alum ina or 
iron oxide bearing materials a t approximately 1500°C. The constituents combine 
by means of solid sta te  diffusion to  produce stone-hard dense lumps known as 
‘Portland cement clinker’.
The clinker is finely ground a t which stage a  small proportion (up to  5%) of 
gypsum is added to  retard the  initial setting of cement for sufficiently long to  allow 
working of mixed materials (e.g. concrete) into a  final desired position [41]. The 
manufactured cement cocixii/.^ essentially o f finely ground calcium silicates and 
alum icates with small perce-tages of magnesium oxide, gypsum and uncombined 
calcium oxide. Table 2.1 lists the  approximate compound composition of ordinary 
Portland cement.
The abbreviated nota tion o£ the  compounds use one letter to  describe each oxide, 
i.e. CaO =  C, SiO ; =  S, AI3O3 -= A , FegOg =  F, and H2O =  H.
Some of these compounds have hydraulic properties, i.e. when mixed w ith water 
they hydrate to  form new compounds which interlock in a  mixture of high phys­
ical strength. The hydration of the  m ajor constituents of portland cement i.e. 
tricalc im  silicate and dicalcium silicate are largely responsible for the  strength 
of hydrated cement.
The m ost commonly used cement is ordinary Portland cement, a  general ail 
purpose cement. O ther cements w ith special properties are also used, generally 
for more specialized applications. These are manufactured either by altering 
the  chemical composition of the clinker (e.g. sulphate resistant cement), finer 
grinding of the clinker (e.g. rapid-hardening cement) or adding other constituents 
e.g. blastfurnace slag or flyash.
Table 2.1: Approximate Compound Composition of Ordinary Portland Cement
Compound Formula
(Abbreviation)
Percentage 
(by weight)
Tricalcium silicate SCaO.SiOi
( ( V )
Dicalcium silicate 2C a0 .S i02
(0 ,3 )
Tricalcium
Aluminate
3Ca0.AI20 3
(CsA)
6 - U
T etracaldum
Aluminofemte
4 C a0 .A l:0 a F e ;0 ;
(C4AF)
5 . , 0
Gypsum c a o .s o 4.Z H to
Caldum  oxide ( ^ 0 0.5 - 2.5
Magnesium oxide M. 0 0 .5 - S
2.3.2 Soil-cem ent R eactions
T he chemistry of hydrated cement is also no t completely understood a t this 
stage. As in  the  previous section, simplistic explanations a te  used to  describe the 
complex reactions which produce hardened cement.
W hen w ater is added to  cement, the cement-water reactions (hydration reac­
tions) produce hydrates of the  various compounds which are precipitated in gel 
form. The gel hardens owing to  crystalline intergrowths formed by the  hydration 
compounds.
The idealized hydration reactions of the m ajor constituents are w ritten as follows
Tricalcium Silicate
2C3S + 6 H  — .  C jSjH s +  3Ca(OH)i
Dicalcium Silicate
2CjS +  4H — '  C a£ .-i. +  Ca(OH)2
Tricaicium aluminate 
C jA  +  6H — » CgAHe
Tetracalcium alumiooferrite
C4A F +  4Ca(OH ), +  22H —* C4AH13 +  C ^ 'H u
The hydration compounds reach different strengths a t different rates [41]:
•  Tricalcium silicate hydrates rapidly and is chiefly responsible for th e  early 
strength of cement-water pastes.
•  Dicalcium silicate hydrates slowly, contributing little strength before 28 
days. I t does however contribute significantly to  the  strength a t la ter ages 
if  sufficient w ater is available for continued hydration.
•  Iticalc ium  alum inate does no t contribute much to  the  cementing action. I t 
accounts for the initial set and adds slightly to  the  early strength liberating 
large amounts of heat during the first few days of hardening.
•  Tetracalcium aluminofem te hydrates rapidly bu t develops very little  strength.
When mixed with soil and water, the  reactions which occur are similar to  those 
presented in  the case of clay-lime:
•  The hydration of the calcium silicates releases lime as Ca(OH)z. Reactive 
free lime (as CaO) present in the  cement (i.e. CaO th a t is not over-burned) 
also hydrates to  produce Ca(OH )j. These Ca(OH )j products react with 
the  clay in plastic soils as described in Section 2.2 resulting ia  a  fairly rapid 
reduction in plasticity and an increase in  strength [22].
•  The major contribution to  the strength of soil-cement comes however from 
the  Hardened cement which bonds the soil particles together providing early 
and long-term strength, and thus determining the  engineering properties of 
cement treated materials [22].
Ingles [32] notes th a t granular soils require cementation a t points o f contact to 
maintain their deuse s ta te  after compaction, while clay lumps must be  encased by 
a ‘shell ’ of cement which provides a moisture barrier and restricts volume changes.
He also points ou t however th a t a  disadvantage o f  the high early strength type  of 
s tructure is th a t once the  structure has been ruptured it  does no t readily reform.
This implies th a t high cement contents may be  required 60 effectively stabilize 
expansive or shrinkable clays. In  this case, lime stabilization is certain  60 provide 
a  cheaper solution w ith the added advantage of being capable of ‘self-healing’ 
early bond breakages because the  comenticg action is relatively slow.
2 .4  P reco n d itio n in g  Soils w ith  Lim e
The strengths of lime and cement stabilized soils strongly depend on 6he unifor­
mity of the  soil-stabiliaee-water m ixture before compaction, i.e. on how evenly 
the stabilizer has been distributed throughout the coil. However when either ce­
ment o r lime is mixed w ith a  highly plastic clay and tho m ixture moistened, clay 
lumps may stick together preventing a  uniform mixture of soil and stabilizer.
‘Preconditioning’ such soils wit,1'  lime is s  fairly common m ethod o f  achieving 
a more uniform mixture and thus obtaining higher strengths from  plastic soils 
[25,31,33,37,44,45,46]. Firstly a  small amount of lime (1-2%) is mixed w ith the 
soil. A fter water has been added, the m ixture is c,'lowed to  stand  for oae or 
two days in a  loose uncompacted sta te . The lizne increases the  plastic limit 
of the  soil w ith the  result th a t on subsequent w etting to  the  moisture content 
required for compaction, the  clay lumps do no t stick together. W han further lime 
(or cement) is added for the  purpose of cementation, it  can therefore be more 
uniformly distributed throughout the soil, thei.'^y improving the effectiveness of 
the stabilizer.
The same references also mention the  ‘helpful action of lime in  breaking down 
d a y  clods’. A pparuztly it  also becomes easier to  break the clay Imnps in to  smaller 
fragments after preconditioning w ith lime.
C h apter 3
SELECTION, 
PREPARATION AND  
MONITORING OF 
MATERIALS AND TEST 
SPECIMENS
3.1 T h e  Soils
j e  p a rtid e  sise distributions of the  four soils used in  this project are shown in 
Figure 3.1. Throughout the  tex t the soils are referred to  as:
Soil A; A  reddish brown clayey silt.
Soil B: A  yellowish brown clayey silt.
Soil C: A light green silty clay.
Soil D: A greyish black clayey silt containing organic m aterial.
The soils were obtained from  the  same site. Soils A , B  and C  appear to  have 
originated by in  situ weathering of the  same parent m aterial, w ith  Soils A  and B 
mote highly weathered than Soil C. Seal D, a  topsoil containing organic material, 
appeared to  be alluvial.
________ doc* &et ta a  M4  04 a s  a* 1 a__________
Clay | ,  a t  "_gand rj Gravel__j
P artic le  Size (mm)
Figure 3.1: Particle Size Distributions of the  Soils used in th e  Project
The predominant clay mineral was identified using X-Ray diffraction analyses as 
sm ectite, a  highly expansive and time reactive clay mineral. An X-Ray fluores­
cence scan indicated th a t the clay was a  calcium smectite since a  preponderance 
of calcium was indicated while little  o r no sodium was evident. All clays in in­
land South Africa are likely to  be calcium clays since they were no t deposited in 
a  marine environment.
In  accordance with the  Portland Cement Association guidelines for the prepara­
tion of soils for laboratory testing [4] the  soils were s ir  dried, mixed thoroughly 
and passed through a  #  4  sieve (4.75 mm opening). The m aterial retained on 
the  #  4 sieve was then  crashed if  in  clod form, or discarded if granular. Soil C, a 
heavy clay, required a  great deal of pulverising before passing through the  No. 4 
sieve. This resulted in  lumps of clay (maximum size 4.75 mm) and clay ‘powder’.
The soils were then thoroughly mixed to  re-include the  material th a t required 
pulverising, and then stored in large steel drums covered w ith plastic sheeting. 
The stiils ware a c t  oven dried since an elevated tem perature can permanently 
alter the  properties of a  clay soil (47).
W hen soil was required for sample preparation, an amount of soil (approximately
5 kg) was taken from the  drum and mixed thoroughly. After taking a  moisture 
content sample from the  mixed soil, the  soil was sealed in a plastic bag and placed 
in  an a ii tigh t b in  for 48 hours before it  was used. This preparation proved to 
b e  satisfactory for achieving accurate and uniform moistuze contents in  moulded 
samples.
Table 3.1 lists the  resvits o f the  preliminary tests conducted on the  soils to  de­
term ine their index properties and compaction characteristics.
Table 3.1: Basic Properties of the  Sous
s=a m ita A STM  Soil Group 
Classification
Particie 
Specific Gravity
n o m (%)
M H | 2.67
Compaction Characteristics
Modified AASHTO Standard Proctor
Optimum 
M oisture Content
Maximum 
D ry Density
Optimum 
Moisture Content
Maximum 
D ry Density
(%) (%) (Ig/m *)
3.2 S tab iliz ing  A gents
Initially, in  order to  keep up w ith the current trends in  soil stabilization, it 
was hoped to  stabilize the  soils w ith cement, lime, and combinations of these 
stabilizers w ith fly ash. A t the  time th a t the  research was conducted however, 
the use of South African fly aah as a  pozzolan in  soil stabilization had no t proved 
as successful as elsewhere in the  world.
I t was thus decided to  lim it the  scope of the  project to  the  stabilizing of the four 
soils w ith varying percentages of cement and lime.
3.2.1 Cem ent
Ordinary Portland cement was used throughout the  project. Sufficient cement 
for th e  entire project was sealed in plastic bags which were placed together with 
large bags of desiccact in a ir  tight containers. Cement retains its  properties over 
fairly long periods tim e if  correctly stored and sealed from  the ingress o f carbon 
dioxide [9,41].
3.2.2 Lime
A  lime commonly used for base and sub-base stabilization was selected for this 
project. The lime was described as a  "super air-separated dry hydrated lime". 
The chemical analysis of the time is shown in Table 3.2.
To prevent carbonation after opening the  bag of Ume, the  lime was divided into 
smaller quantities and stored w ith bags o f  desiccant in  airtight containers. In 
th is way, the lime was minimally exposed before use in  sample preparation. Any 
lime th a t was felt to  be overexposed was discarded.
In  considering the  type o f  lime to  use, unslaked lime was rejected b i its  high 
heat of hydration was felt to  be undesirable in dam  construction.
Table 3.2: Chemical Analysis of Hydrated Lime
Available CaO 67.00%
Total Calcium as CaO
Total Magnesium as MgO 0.63%
Silica 4- insolubles as SiOj 2.08%"
Other Metals as R jO s 0.94%
Carbon Dioxide aS Works 0.25%
Loss on Ignition 23.23%
Residue on 0.075mm sieve 1.50%
3.3 S tab ilize r  C on ten ts
Before the  testing programme could begin, it  was necessary to  select stabilizer 
contents a t which the engineering properties would be measured. The feasibility 
of stabilized soil as a dam  building material depends strongly on tho  quantity of 
stabilizing agent and the  relative strength a t a  particular stabilizer content.
Although the  unit costs (per dry  mass) are similar for cement and lime, the  aoil- 
stabilizer reactions for soii-cement and soil-lime differ considerably. The stabilizer 
contents m ust therefore be selected appropriately.
3.3.1 Cem ent
The selection oF cement contents was based on the Portland Cement Association 
‘Guidelines for the preparation of soils for laboratory testing’ [4]. Minimum ce­
ment contents for soil-cement to  be  used in  'w ater control’ are specified according 
to  ASTM soil group classification.
To use soils A  to  for ‘water control’, the  recommended minimum cement content 
is 10%! [4|. I t was felt th a t by using the recommended minimum as the  upper 
bound of the  cement content for this project, i t  would be possible to  establish 
why th is lim it was necessary. Thus it  was decided to  investigate the  properties 
o f soils A  to  D stabilized w ith 5%, 7.5%, and 10% cement.
Because of the  high plasticity of Soil C, 2% lime was added a t the same tim e as 
the  cement to  facilitate mixing which was otherwise no t possible.
S.S.2 Lime
The selection of lime content depends on a number of factors including:
•  The initial lime demand to  satisfy ion-exchange and flocculation reactions.
•  The reduction in plasticity required to  facilitate construction procedures.
•  W hether the soil is lime reactive - no t all clay soils react w ith lizne to 
produce a substantial strength increase.
‘Throughout the thesis, the atiblllear content is expressed as a percentage of the dry mass 
of the soil to which it is added.
•  The strength requirements, i.e. short or long term  strength. For ‘cemen­
ta tio n ' additional time m ust be provided to satisfy h o g  term  pozzolanic 
reactions if  these are possible.
Since the  la st three factors were no t known a t the  s ta r t of the  project, the  selection 
of the  lime contents was based on the  initial lime demand as determined by the 
Bades and  G rim ‘Quick Teat1 [48].
The ‘Quick Test’ measures the amount o f lime required to  raise the  pH  of the 
soil-water mixture to  12.4 (i.e. lime sa turated) after one hour. Figure 3.2 shows 
the  results of the  Bades te st for Soil C, indicating th a t a t least 5% lime should 
be added to  this soil to  satisfy the  initial lime demand. The results for the  other 
three soils were very sim ilar, i.e. all four soils had  an initial lime demand of 
approximately 5%.
Lime C on ten t (%)
Figure 3.2: pH versus Lime Content (Bades and Grim ‘Quick Test’) - Soil C
This result was confirmed by the  results of X- Ray diffraction analyses conducted 
on Soil C  stabilised w ith increasing amounts of lime (Figure 3.3). The samples 
were wet-mixed to  ensure maximum lime-clay reaction, and then  cured for three 
m onths in  sealed containers before the  X-Ray analyses were conducted. The 
samples were air-dried and the maimts oriented to  enhance basal rejections.
From the  results i t  can be seen th a t a t least 5% lime m ust be added before the 
clay is ‘transformed’, i.e. the  peaks on the  X-Ray diffraction trace »t 28 a- 5° and 
12° (corresponding to  the peaks normally obtained for smectite) are significantly 
suppressed. These results also agree w ith the  results from the tests to determine 
the  variation ia  plasticity w ith increasing time content which show th a t 5% lime 
almost renders the  materia! non-plastic. From the small peaks still evident a t 
7.5% lime, i t  is also apparent tha t significantly longer curing periods are required 
before the  clay is ‘destroyed’.
I t  should be noted th a t because of the variability o f the  properties o f clay soils 
and the uncertainty which exists as to  the  exact reactions which may take place 
between the  clay and the lime, a  clear cu t m ethod for determining the  minimum 
lime content does no t exist. All the  methods (reference {25] quotes nine  possible 
methods) have lim itations and thus either suggest or use supplemental strength 
testa to  determine the  lime content required to  develop the  strength desired for 
the  particular application.
Although existing literature [23,25] indicates th a t there exists an optim um lime 
content above which the  strength of the  soil-lime m ixture would decrease, it 
appears th a t th is  is applicable only to  short te rm  unconfined compressive strength 
(see Chapter 5). The amount of ‘excess’ lime required to  “ensure a  pH  of 12.4 
for sustaining the  strength-producing soil-lime pozzolanic reactions” [23,25] can 
only be determined by testing the  properties over longer periods, a t lime contents 
higher than  those required for the short te rm  reactions.
In order to  simplify the  recording, analysis aad presentation of d a ta  and the 
comparison of results with soil-cement, lime contents o f 5%, 7.5%  and 10% were 
selected.
3,4 M o uld ing  an d  C uring  Specim ens
Standard cylinder specimens measuring 37.5 m m  diameter by 75 mm long were 
used for the  unconfined compressive strength tests, the  triaxial tests and the 
permeability tests. The Sallowing procedure was used in the  manufacturing of
Figure S.3: X-Ray DiEraction Trace for Soil C Stabilized w ith Lime {Spe 
cured for six months a t SOeC)
•  The required quantities of stabilizer aad  soil were mixed in  a dry sta te  using 
a  domestic food mixer w ith  a dough hook.
•  The required water was then added while miving proceeded. I t  was found 
th a t because the  m ix tu re  initially remained plastic, they could no t be  ad- 
e<iuately mixed in the  mixer, aad required supplemental hand mixing to 
b reak down lumps which stuck together. T ie  to ta l mixing time was ap­
proximately five minutes, although some materials required slightly longer 
mixing times.
•  The required mass of stabilized soil was weighed and poured into a  cylin­
drical mould designed to  BS 1924 (1975). The m aterial was continuously 
tam ped into the  mould w ith a  tam ping bar to  obtain a  uniform loose den-
•  The mould was placed in a  compression testing machine and the  top  aad 
bottom  ‘ram ’ caps compressed nntil flange closure was obtained.
•  The specimen was extruded, weighed aad stored in a  humid chamber (ap­
proximately 95% relative humidity).
•  M oisture content samples were taken a t the time th a t each specimen was 
being moulded. Moisture content determinations were made fiy oven drying 
these samples a t approximately 110°G.
•  /iJ ter th e  specimens had  been cured in  the humid chamber for 7 days, they 
were sealed by wrapping them  firstly w ith a commercial thin plastic kitchen 
w rap, followed by a  layer o f aluminium foil. The w rapped specimens were 
then  dipped in paraffin wax.
•  The sealed specimens were cured for a  further three weeks before testing, 
i.e. a  total of 28 days curing.
Because of the  size of the flexure specimens (300 mm long by 75 m m  square), 
the  materials for these specimens were hand mixed and the compacted specimens 
humid cured (95% relative humidity) for 28 days before testing.
3.5 R ecord ing  o f D a ta  an d  A nalysis o f R esu lts
The prim ary objective of the  research was to  examine several properties of a 
variety of soil-stabilizer combinations w ith the  intention of proving the  feasibility
(or otherwise) of the  use of alternative materials in  dam  construction.
In view of the  large number of ftiil-stabilizer combinations to  be tested (28 com­
binations per te st type), and bearing in  mind the fact th a t the results were not 
intended for design purposes. It was decided to  conduct only one test of each 
type a t  each stabilizer content. The triaxial shear strength, flexure and shrinkage 
tests were tim e consuming and i t  was estim ated th a t increasing the  number of 
tests pe r property to  three (for a  statistically acceptable set of results) would 
have extended the  laboratory programme by ly  to  2 years.
The number of specimens of a particular soil-stabilizer combination used for each 
test type  was limited to:
•  Triaxial shear strength te st - four specimens per set, each specimen sheared 
a t a  different confining pressure.
•  Unconfined compressive strength - three specimens per set.
•  Permeability te s t - three specimens pe r set.
•  Single specimens were used in the  shrinkage and flexure tests.
The standard cylinders were moulded in sets of six dr seven specimens, depending 
on the  tests to be performed a t the end of the  curing period. Specimens for 
each te st type were then  randomly selected from w ithin a  set, e.g. four triaxial 
specimens and three UCS specimens.
The specimens were weighed before and after each procedure. A  record o f  the 
mass of each specimen was kept to  determine if  any irregularities e.g. excessive 
drying through im proper sealing, had occurred. No irregular moisture changes 
during the  curing or testing periods were observed.
The majority of the  te s t results are presented in  graph form, using sm ooth curves 
to  indicate the estim ated trends. The range of the results for the UCS and per­
meability tests (three specimens per set) allowed these property trends to  be 
estimated fairly accurately. W hen estimating the trends of the results obtained 
from single specimen sets e.g. the variation of peak shear strength with stabi­
lizer content for a particular confining pressure, reliance was made on supportive 
trends i.e. similarities in trends between various stabilizer contents or similar 
soil-stabilizer combinations, to exclude apparently inconsistent da ta. ,
C hapter 4
THE COMPACTION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
STABILIZED SOILS
4.1 In tro d u c tio n
Figtne 4.1 shows th e  moiatoie-dei.-aity carves for the  untreated soils used in this 
project using Standard P roctor compactive effort, while Figure 4.2 shows the 
moisture-density curves using Modified AASHTO cr ipective effort.
Since the  addition of a lime or cement to a soil results in changes to  the  index 
properties of the  soil, the  compaction characteristics of the  material can also 
h e  expected to  change. Figure 4.3 shows how the addition of cement and lime 
influences the compaction characteristics o f Soil A  1.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the  variations o f maximum dry density and optimum 
moisture content w ith cement and lime content respectively for all the  soils. Note 
th a t 2% lime was added to the  Soil C specimens stabilized w ith  cement.
The results are similar to  those commonly obtained for stabilized soils [26,31,49,50j. 
In. general, th e  moistur^deneity curves for soil-cement shov m  appar en t decrease 
in optim um moisture content and an increase in  the  maximum dry density, al­
though for some soils the  opposite may occur [49j. The majority of soils stabilised
'The stabilized eoila were all compacted Immediately after mixing using Standard Proctor 
compactive effort
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w ith lime show an increase in the  optim um moisture content and a  decrease in 
th e  maxim um  dry density as in Figure 4.5.
Some aspects of the  influences of stabilizing agents on the  compaction character­
istics of soils are discussed in the  following sections. The determ ination of the 
magnitude by which a  particular influence affects the compaction characteristics 
is beyond the  scope of this project. However a  discussion of the  probable reasons 
for these changes is im portant, particularly to  allay fears th a t a  decrease in den­
sity resulting from the  addition of a stabilizing agent might be deleterious to  the 
engineering properties of the material.
Awareness cf these influences is im portant in the  determination of the  compaction 
characteristics since th e  addition of cement or lime results in  a  different material 
w ith a  new specific gravity, a  different particle size d istribution and a  different 
‘water demand’. Some references (e.g. [49]) suggest using the  unstabilized soil’s 
optim um  moisture content and maximum dry density for the  compaction of the 
stabilized m aterial. However, if  for example th e  optim um moisture content for 
soil-cement m ixtures are not corrected to allow for the consumption of compaction
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w ater by cement hydration (in laboratory specimens), then  field compaction of 
the  soil-cement would be carried ou t a t a  moisture content dry of the  optimum 
m oisture content (see Section 4.3).
4.2  Soil-lim e
Lime has a  lower specific gravity (s.g. =  2.2) than  sofi particles (s.g. =  2.6 to 
2.8). A  proportion of the decrease in  the  dry density may thus b e  a ttributable 
to  the  lower specific gravity of the  ‘composite’ material. An accurate comparison 
would require th a t the  volume of air voids be compared which in  tu rn  would 
require th e  determination of the  specific gravity of the stabilized material a t the 
tim e of the  test.
As discussed in  Chapter 2, the  addition of lime causes clay to  flocculate into a 
loose random  structure which offers increased resistance to  shearing. The s ta­
bilized m aterial thus yields a  lower maximum dry density a t a  higher optimum 
w ater content. Ingles [32] notes th a t a  reduction in maximum dry  density can 
serve as an indicator th a t a clay has in  fact become flocculated.
From Figure 4.5, i t  can be seen th a t the  reduction in density for am ounts of lime 
in  excess of 5% influence the compaction characteristics far less than  amounts of 
lime up to  5%. For this soil (Soil A), the  initial lime dem and was determined 
to  be approximately 5%, i.e. little further flocculation of the  clay or increase 
in plastic is to  be  expected above the  5% lime content. L f -A b d e lk a te r  
and Ham dani [51] also found th a t the  first increment of added lime (2%) caused 
the  m ajor proportion of the reduction in maximum dry density, while further 
additions of lime caused smaller reductions in  density.
This result is im portant in th a t it  indicates th a t lima in excess of the initial lime 
demand does no t affect the  compaction characteristics very much. A lthough short 
te rm  strengths may decrease a t lime contents above the  initial lime dem and, th is 
results from  the  presence of unreacted lime which appears to  reduce the  short 
te rm  cohesive strength, b u t no t necessarily the  shearing resistance (see Chapter 
5).
H ydrated lime powder is approximately silt sized w ith approxim ately 75% by 
weight being smaller than  0.05 mm [23]. Since lime has a  low solubility in wa­
te r, i t  is possible th a t some of the lime behaves in a particulate fashion during 
compaction, and can be considered to  increase the  proportion of ‘fines’ to  some 
extent. This does not seem to  be significant as shown by the slight decrease in
density when the  lime content is increased from  5% to  15%.
clay floes, being less dense than  the  unflocculated day , wfll cause a  decrease in 
th e  maxim um  dry density.
I t  is essential to  note th a t th e  modification of the  d a y  to  a  non-plaotic state 
results in th e  m aterial no t having th e  capacity to  maintain its remoulded shape 
even under smnil loads, when in an unconfined condition a t early ages. The 
success of lime stabilization depends to  a  large degree on the  curing tim e allowed 
for the  cementing action which will provide the required cohesion.
4.3 Soil-cem ent
Since the specific gravity (s.g) o f cement is higher than  th a t of the  soil min­
erals (the s.g. of cement is approximately 3.14), p a rt of th e  apparent increase 
may result from the  new higher specific gravity of the  combined materials. As 
w ith soil-lime, it  would be necessary to  compare th e  volume of voids in  order to 
establish w hether in  fac t an increase in density does occur due to  this cause.
A  further proportion of the  increase in density can be attribu ted  to  the  hydration 
products which begin to  fill up the  voids. The density of th e  compacted material 
continues to  increase w ith tim e, as hydration proceeds and more cementitious 
m aterial is produced [49].
A problem encountered w ith results reported by various researchers is th a t these 
results do no t show the  water content to  which the m ixture was brought before 
compaction, b u t the  evaporable w ater after the  cement has hydrated to  some 
extent. Cement hydrates rapidly, and thus some of the  added w ater is « e v e rs ,b  y 
consumed. This leads to  lower water contents being measured than  were actually 
added to  the  soil-cement m ixture p rior to  compaction.
During this study, controlled tests which accounted for w ater evaporating to  the 
atmosphere showed th a t  moisture content specimens reflected lower values (0.5 to  
1 o percentage points o r 2.5 to  5.0 percent of the  w ater added) than  they should
II
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w ith lime show an increase in the  optim um moisture content and a  decrease in 
the  maxim um  dry density as in Figure 4.5.
Some aspects of the  influences of stabilizing agents on the  compaction character­
istics of soils are discussed in  the  following sections. The determ ination of the 
magnitude by which a  particular influence affects the  compaction characteristics 
is beyond the  scope of this project. However a  discussion of th e  probable reasons 
for these changes is im portant, particularly to  allay fears th a t a  decrease in  den­
sity resulting from the  addition of a stabilizing agent might be deleterious to  the 
engineering properties of the  material.
Awareness of these influences is im portant in  the  determ ination of the  compaction 
characteristics since the addition of cement or lime results in a  different material 
w ith a  new specific gravity, a  different particle size distribution and a  different 
‘water dem and’. Some references (e.g. [49]) suggest using the  unstabilized soil’s 
optim um moisture content and maximum dry density for the  compaction of the 
stabilized m aterial. However, if  for example th e  optim um  moisture content for 
soil-cement mixtures are not corrected to allow for the  consumption of compaction
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w ater by cement hydration (in laboratory specimens), then  field compaction of 
the  soil-cement would be carried out a t  a  moisture content dry of the optimum 
moisture content (see Section 4.3).
4.2 Soil-lim e
Lime has a  lower specific gravity (s.g. =  2.2) than  soil particles (s.g. =  2.6 to 
2.8). A  proportion of the decrease in th e  dry density may thus b e  a ttributable 
to  the lower specific gravity of the  'composite' m aterial. An accurate comparison 
would require th a t th e  volume of a ir voids be compared which in  tu rn  would 
require th e  determination of the  specific gravity of the  stabilized m aterial a t the 
tim e of th e  teat.
As discussed in  Chapter 2, the  addition of lime causes clay to  flocculate into a 
loose random  structure  which offers increased resistance to  shearing. The s ta ­
bilized m aterial thus yields a  lower maximum dry density a t a  higher optimum 
w ater content. Ingles (32] notes th a t a  reduction in maximum dry  density can 
serve as an  indicator th a t a  clay has in fact become flocculated.
From Figure 4.5, i t  can be  seen th a t the  reduction in density for am ounts o f  lime 
in  excess of 5% influence the  compaction characteristics far less than  amounts of 
lime up  to  5%. For this soil (Soil A ), th e  initial lime dem and was determined 
to  be approxim ately 5%, i.e. little  further flocculation of the  clay or increase 
in plastic lim it is to  be expected above the  5% lime content. Lf"_, Abdelkater 
and Ham dani (51] also found th a t the  first increment of added lime (2%) caused 
the  m ajor proportion of the reduction in  maximum dry density, while further 
additions of lime caused smaller reductions in  density.
This result is im portant in th a t i t  indicates th a t lime in excess of the initial lime 
dem and does no t affect the  compaction characteristics very much. A lthough short 
te rm  strengths may decrease a t lime contents above the  initial lime demand, th is 
results from  the  presence of unreacted lime which appears to  reduce the  short 
term  cohesive strength, bu t no t necessarily th e  shearing resistance (see Chapter 
5).
H ydrcted lime powder is approximately silt sized w ith approxim ately 75% by 
weight being smaller than  0.05 mm (23]. Since lime has a  low solubility in  wa­
ter, i t  is possible th a t some of the  lime behaves in a particulate fashion during 
compaction, and can be considered to  increase the proportion of ‘fines' to  some 
extent. This does no t seem to  be significant as shown by the slight decrease in
density when the  lime content is increased from  5% to  15%.
The flocculation of d a y  into silt-sized floes does however modify the  particle 
size distribution. The permanence of th is  modification can b e  dem onstrated by 
comparing the  rates o f  settlement in  w ater of clay particles when flocculated and 
dispersed. The increase in the silt content may be  beneficial to  some soils in 
providing a  void filler, while i t  may make other soils more single sized, yielding 
a  la rger void volume. However the  overriding factor seems to  be th a t the  porous 
clay floes, being less dense than  the  unflocculated clay, will cause a  decrease in 
th e  maxim um  dry density.
I t  is essential to  no te  th a t the  modification of the  clay to  a  non-plastic state 
results in  th e  material no t having th e  capacity to  maintain its remoulded shape 
even under small loads, when in an unconfined condition a t early ages. The 
success of lime stabilization depends to  a  large degree on th e  curing tim e allowed 
for the  cementing action which will provide the  required cohesion.
4.3 Soil-cem ent
Since th e  specific gravity (s.g) o f cement is higher than  th a t of the  soil min­
erals (the s.g. of cement is approxim ately 3.14), p a rt o f the  apparent increase 
may resu lt from the  new higher specific gravity of the  combined materials. As 
w ith soil-lime, it  would be necessary to  compare the volume of voids in order to  
establish w hether in  fact an increase in density does occur due to  this cause.
A  further proportion of the  increase in density can be a ttribu ted  to  the  hydration 
products which begin to  fill up the  voids. The density of the  compacted m aterial 
continues to  increase w ith tim e, as hydration proceeds and more cementitious 
m aterial is produced [49).
A problem  encountered w ith results reported by various researchers is th a t  these 
results do no t show th e  water content to  which the  m ixture was brought before 
compaction, b u t the  evaporable w ater after the cement has hydrated to  some 
extent. Cement hydrates rapidly, and thus some o f  th e  added w ater is irreversibly 
consumed. This leads to  lower w ater contents being measured than  were actually 
added to  the soil-cement m ixture p rior to  compaction.
During th is  study, controlled tests which accounted for w ater evaporating to  the 
atmosphere showed th a t  moisture content specimens reflected lower values (0.5 to 
1.0 percentage points o r 2.5 to 5.0 percent of th e  w ater added) than  they should
have- The Highway Research Board [49j report th a t abou t 10% o f  th e  to ta l water 
added to  a  clayey sand is used up during the  first seven days in  hydrating the 
cement.
T he quantity  of w ater consumed by hydration increases with cement content w ith 
th e  measured w ater content reduced t y  about 0.5% a t 5% cement and 1.0% a t 
15% cement. If  corrections -for moisture consumed during hydration are  applied 
to  the  moisture-density curves for soil-cement in  Figure 4.4, then  i t  becomes 
apparent th a t  th e  optim um moisture content may be higher than  the  optim um 
moisture content for the  unstabilized soil.
T he hydration, of cement can increase the  m ixture 's resistance to  compaction 
b o th  as a  result of flocculation of day  present *n the  soil, and as a result of 
th e  viscosity of the  cement ‘paste’ [4]. These effects resu lt in  an increase in 
the  optim um  w ater content relative to  the  unstabilized m aterial and a decrease 
in the  maxim um  dry density. The influence of the  increase in  viscosity is time 
dependent, and thus delays between mixing and compacting can  resu lt in  further 
increases in  the  optim um w ater content and decreases in density (see Section 1.4).
I t  would b e  highly impractical to  a ttem p t to  determ ine th e  exact compaction 
characteristics i.e. based on void volume, im mediately after compaction. The 
au thor believes however th a t the  increase in  specific gravity and the  rapid form a­
tion of cementitious products (which can be  assumed to  continue to  some extent 
during oven drying o f  w ater content specimens) tend  to  ‘mask’ the  real influ­
ences of cement on the  compaction characteristics. These may be  opposite to  
w hat is shown by the moisture-density plot, i.e. the  addition of cement actually 
increases the  quantity  of water required to  achieve maximum density while the 
volume o f  voids may weE be greater than  the unstabilized m aterial im mediately 
after compaction.
Cement particles are also approximately silt sized and thus increase the  til t con­
ten t o f th e  soil, together w ith any flocculation of clay by free lime and lime 
liberated during the  cement hydration. As w ith lime, the influence of th e  cement 
depends on the  original particle size distribution, on the quantity  of added ce­
m ent, and on how far the  cement hydration has proceeded since the  viscosity of 
the  cement paste  will determine how particulate is the behaviour o f th e  cement 
particles w ithin the  paste.
T h" Highway Research Board [49] report increases in dry densities for uniform 
sands and clay while the densities o f silts decrease on the  addition of cement. 
However, it  is no t clear w hether the  measured increase in  density arises solely 
from the  change in  the  particle size distribution.
A  practical implication of th e  above discussion is th a t specifications must include 
bo th  the  m oisture content required for compaction and the  moisture content to  
be expected a t the  tim e th a t moisture content determinations are made. Failure 
to  do th is  may resu lt in  a ttem pt? to  compact a t a  w ater content dry of optim um 
which will make it  difficult for th e  required density to  be achieved a t  the specified 
level o f  compaction. Com paction dry  of optim um  may also be  deleterious to  some 
soil-cement m ixtures: Davidson e t al (50] and th e  Highway Research Board [46] 
report th a t  the  w ater contents for maximum strengths o f  soil-cement mixtures 
are to  th e  dry side o f optim um for sandy soils and nonexpansive days, bu t to 
the  wet of optim um for expansive clays. Compaction of expansive clays dry of 
optim um  may thus produce inferior soil-cement.
4.4 D elays B etw een  M ix ing  a n d  C om pacting
4 .4 .1  Soil-cem ent
A  delay between mixing and compacting can  have negative Influences on the  com­
paction characteristics, the  strength, and the  durability of soil-orment [4,49,52], 
The initial se tting  of cement occurs fairly rapidly and the  viscosity o f  the  ce­
ment paste increases w ith time, resulting Jo the  need for more compaction water. 
Consequently the  maxim um  dry density decreases for the  same compactive effort.
To account for the  discrepancy which may result between laboratory and field 
results, specifications for soil-cement construction require th a t moisture-density 
relationships be determined in  the  field, w ith soil-cement being taken directly 
from the  area  being constructed [4],
W est [52] found th a t delays o f  up  to  six  hours did no t significmtly alter the 
compaction characteristics of a  uniformly .graded sand to  which 10% cement had 
been added, although slight decreases in  strength were evident. O n the  other 
hand, th e  densities and strengths of bo th  a sandy gravel and a  medium  plasticity 
d a y  decreased substantially even w ith short delays (one hour) between mixing 
and compacting.
West hypothesizes th a t the influence of the  delay is dependent on the  strength 
which the  m aterial is capable of developing (measured after 7  days in  this case). 
The sandy gravel had th e  highest strength and showed the  highest reductions 
in  density and strength after delays between mixing and compaction, while the 
uniform sand had the  lowest 7 d a , strength. The uniform sand-cem ent thus 
has a  lower resistance to  compaction than  the  other soils tested, and thus a
delay between mixing and compaction causes little  change in  th e  compaction 
characteristics and th e  strength.
West also found th a t  remixing the  material after a  delay reduces th e  decreases 
in  density and strength.
4 ,4 .2  Soil-lim e
W hen soil-lime is cured in a  loose uncompacted s ta te , cation exchange and floccu­
lation reactions proceed, the  ra te  o f  the  reaction depending (among other factors) 
on the  type of the  clay, the  clay content and the  lime content.
These reactions may take  some tim e to  complete. Taylor and Arm an [44] report 
th a t a  m ajor proportion of the  change in plasticity occurs w ithin the  first 3 to 
6 hours bu t th a t for higher clay contents, increases in the  plastic lim it are still 
evident after 42 days.
As discussed in  Chapter 3, kaoUnite has a  much lower cation exchange capacity 
than  smectite, and since cation exchange only occurs on the  exterior surfaces of 
kaolinite particles, flocculation reactions will be  completed quicker.
Moisture-density tests on soil-lime mixtures which are allowed to  cure in  a  loose 
sta te  before compaction reflect decreases in  dry densities and increases in com. 
paction w ater contents.
These results are a ttribu ted  to  [25,45j:
•  The further flocculation and increase in  plastic lim it w ith tim e causing 
increased resistance to  compaction.
•  T he reaction products from pozsolanic reactions begin to  cement p a rti­
cles together, further increasing the resistance to  compaction [45]. This is 
also tim e dependent i.e. the  longer th e  material is allowed to  cure before 
compaction, the  more cemented it  will become and the  larger will be the 
resistance to  degradation and deformation.
Using an expansive soil stabilised w ith 4% lim e, Mitchell and Hooper [45] conclude 
th a t the  delays in compaction are detrim ental to  density, strength and swell. The 
author does no t feel th a t th a t the ir resuits are entirely conclusive since they do 
n o t establish the  initial lime demand. A lthough their results indicate an increase 
in  strength w ith tim e, i t  is no t known w hether sufficient lime was added to  fully
satisfy the  ioa-exchange and flocculation reactions and to  provide excess lime 
for cementation reactions, i.e. higher strengths may have been obtained a t lime 
contents above 4%. Mitchell and Hooper d id  however find th a t i f  the  density of 
th e  loose-cured m ateria l was increased to  the  same m agnitude as th e  material 
which was compacted immediately after mixing, then the  soaked and unsoaked 
strengths and  the  swell values were essentially th e  same.
If  delays in  compaction are likely to  occur, for example if  th e  plasticity o f  the 
clay m ust b e  reduced to  render i t  workable, then i t  is  suggested tha t:
•  The lime fixation point be determined, i.e. the  quantity  of lime necessary 
to  satisfy complete flocculation. The lime content should then be increased 
above this, the  am ount being determined by long  te rm 1 strength tests (see 
Chapter 5) or after curing a t elevated temperatures.
•  The m ixture m ost be ‘sealed' by light compaction to  prevent carbonation 
during the  initial curing period.
•  The highest economical compactive effort should be  used for the  final com­
paction since the  lower the void volume, the less is the  quantity  of reaction 
products required to  cement p a r t i e s  together. The increased cost of com­
pacting to  a  higher level will be  somewhat offset by the  cost savings in  first 
rendering the  m aterial workable.
The above process is sometimes carried ou t using two applications of lime. The 
first application (2 to 3% lime) is  intended for the  reduction in  plasticity of 
the  clay to  expedite construction (modification), while th e  second application 
provides th e  additional lime for poezolanic reactions (cementation).
4.5 M odifica tion  of C lays P r io r  to  C em ent S tab iliza­
tio n
If  the  strength o f  a  soil-lime m ixture ia insufficient for a particu lar application, or 
if  high early strengths are required, then  i t  is possible to  firstly modify th e  clay 
into a  flocculated sta te  and then  use cement to  stabilize the  aggregated material.
T he lime and cement can be added separately (double application) or together. 
T he author found th a t i t  was unnecessary to  use the  double application m ethod 
for sofl-lime-cement mixtures prepared in  the laboratory, and th a t a  uniform mix
could be achieved w ith a  heavy clay (Soil C) w hen the  stabilizing agents were 
added together.
Figure 4.6 shows the  moisture density carves for Soil C, which because of its 
high plasticity required a  2%  supplement o f time before i t  could be stabilized 
w ith cement. T he lime markedly improved the  friability of th e  m ateria l indi­
cating th a t flocculation occurred rapidly, although i t  required some 30 minutes 
o f hand mixing before a  satisfactory m ix was obtained. O n the  other hand, the
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Figure 4.6: Moisture-density Curves for Soil C a t Various Cement and Lime 
Contents
unstabilized m aterial comd no t be mixed because of the  clay's high plasticity, 
and uniform distribution of w ater throughout th e  unstabilized clay lum ps could 
only be achieved by allowing the  m ixture to stand  in  a  polythene bag for 2  to  3
The flatness o f th e  curve complicates the  identification of th e  ‘optim um1 moisture 
content, and the  selection was based on the  appearance and fee! of the  soil. The 
optim um  w ater content chosen for subsequent tests was a t th e  po in t where the
decrease in  dry density becomes pronounced. Below th is  water content, the  soil 
felt too  dry, and it  was feared th a t using a  moisture content below th e  chosen 
value m ight produce inferior soil-lime.
.o e  addition of either lime or cement tended to  flatten the  moisture-density 
curve i relative to  the  unstabilized m aterial. The reason for the  flattening of the 
curve which was also noted  by Mitchell and Hooper [45) is  n o t clear, although 
i t  appears to  be linked to  the  degree of flocculation since the  effect is more 
pronounced for lime stabilised material on th e  dry  side of the  optim um  moisture 
content and  for Soil C stabilized w ith cement and 2% time.
O f interest to  this section are  the  results of Pin to  e t a l [53) who stabilized soils 
containing smectite w ith  various percentages of lime and cement using a  simul­
taneous application of bo th  stabilizers. In  addition to  improving th e  engineering 
properties markedly, they  found th a t the  lime reduced the  decrease in density 
caused by prolonged mixing i.e. the  densities of samples stabilized w ith  cement 
alone were lower than  samples w ith sim ilar cement contents, b u t containing lime.
decrease in dry  density becomes pronounced. Below thia water content, the  soil 
felt too  dry, and it  was feared th a t using a moisture content below the  chosen 
value m ight produce inferior soil-lime.
The addition of either lime or cement tended to  flatten the moisture-density 
curves relative to  th e  unstabilized material. The reason for the  flattening of the 
curve which was also noted by Mitchell and Hooper [45] is no t clear, although 
i t  appears to  be tin ted  to the degree o f  flocculation since the  eSect is more 
pronounced for lime stabilized m aterial on the  dry  side of the  optim um moisture 
content and  for Soil G stabilized w ith  cement and 2% lime.
O f in terest to  this section are th e  results of P into e t a t [SSj who stabilized soils 
containing smectite with various percentages of lime and cement using a  simul­
taneous application of bo th  stabilizers, In  addition to  improving th e  engineering 
properties markedly, they found th a t  the lime reduced the  decrease in  density 
caused by prolonged mixing i.e. th e  densities o f samples stabilized w ith cement 
alone were lower than  samples w ith  similar cement contents, bu t containing lime.
C h ap ter  5
THE STRENGTH OF 
STABILIZED SOILS
5.1 In tro d u c tio n
The strength reqoirements o f a  stabilized soil are determined by its intended 
application. The more im portant design criteria for road  and airfield pavement 
foundations are th a t the  m aterial has sufficient bearing capacity to  sustain the 
predicted traffic loads, does not shrink or swell very much and is fairly permeable. 
The development of cohesive strength through cementation is of lesser importance 
since the  layers are normally, confined by surrounding material.
The economical use of stabilized soil in an embankment (where m aterial m ight be 
in  an unconfined condition or exposed to  the  elements) requires th a t the  materiel 
develop sufficient frictional and cohesive strength so th a t the  side slopes can be 
steepened to  the  extent th a t resulting cost savings are significantly greater than 
the  cost o f  adding the  stabilizer.
The following sections present th e  results of th e  laboratory strength determi­
nations o f unc-mfined compressive strength, triaxial shear strength and flexural 
strength o f  the  four soils stabilized with varying quantities of lime and cement. 
The elastic properties are also discussed.
The triaxial testing programme was tim e consuming w ith one week required for 
the testing of each soil a t a  particular stabilizer content. I t  was thus decided 
to  conduct triaxial strength te sts  a t 28 days only, using UCS tests to  examine
th e  variation in  strength w ith tim e. The specimens used for UCS teats a t the 
la ter age were the  specimens used for the permeability determ inations. I t  was 
felt th a t using these specimens would provide valuable information on th e  effect 
o f  leaching on the  strength of the materials.
5.2 U nconfined  C om pressive S tre n g th
Figure 6.1 shows the  variation of unconfined compressive streng th  a t 28 days for 
each of the  four soils stabilized w ith  varying contents of cement and lime. The 
specimens were a ll te sted in a  dry  condition since prelim inary tests revealed tha t 
th e  soil-lime specimens had  not developed sufficient perm anent cohesive strength 
and  crumbled when soaked.
It should b e  noted th a t in  order to  provide a  quick visual comparison between 
the  results for soil-cement and soil-lime for a particular se t o f da ta, the  scale on 
the  abscissa is  kept the  same for bo th  stabilizers.
T he soil-cement results a ll show th a t the UCS increases w ith  increasing cement 
content. Soil C stabilized w ith cement appears to  behave slightly differently to 
the  other soils probably as a  result of the  2% lime which was added a t the  same 
time as th e  cement. A t higher cement contents i t  is possible th a t for this soil 
which has a  high clay content, some of the  added lime ia no t used up in ion- 
exchange and flocculation reactions and prevents the  cementing together of soil 
particles.
h i the  case of the  soil-lime the  UCS of Soil A  increases w ith  increasing lime 
content up  to 10%, bu t showed th e  lowest UCS a t 5% lime. The strength of the 
other three soils appeared to reach a peak a t 5% lime w ith  Soils B and C showing 
firstly a  reduction in strength as more lime was added (7.5%), and then slight 
increases in  strength a t 10% lime. The strength  of Soil C a t a  lime content of 
10% was higher than  the  strength a t the peak a t 5%.
Figures 5.2 ,5 .3  and 5.4 compare th e  UCS strengths of Soils A , B and C a t 28 days 
(dry) and a t 540 days (soaked) on a logarithmic tim e scale. After the  normal 28 
day curing period, th e  540 day specimens were subjected to  percolation for 240 
days under a head of 50 m /m  (see Chapter 8) ,  and then stored in a w ater bath 
for 272 days. There was no specific reason for these tim e periods other than  tha t 
sufficient permeability recordings had been obtained after 240 days, while i t  was 
felt th a t further storage would provide valuable information regarding long term  
strengths.
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Figure 5.1: TJncoafined Compressive Strength vs. Stabilizer Content a t 28 Days
Soil D showed bad deterioration after percolation a id  wet storage, and UCS tests 
could no t be perform ed on these specimens a t any stabilizer content.
The 28 day dry strengths cannot be compared directly w ith the  540 day soaked 
strengths since p a rt of the  apparent reductions in strength can be attribu ted  to 
the  increase in  the  degree of sa turation relieving negative pore water pressures. 
The plots are however useful in  th a t  they model the strengths of the  materials 
under th e  different conditions to  which they will be subjected in  a  dam, i.e. early 
dry strengths during construction and long term  soaked strengths for normal 
operating conditions (dam  M l).
The results show trends which appear to  be im portant to  th e  choice of stabilizer 
and stabilizer content for an application such as a  stabilized embankment dam.
For Soils A  and B, cement stabilisation proved more effective than  lime stabi­
lization w ith  higher strengths being achieved a t all stabilizer contents and ages, 
Soil G stabilized w ith cement had higher early strengths than  the  lime stabilized 
m aterial, b u t similar strengths a t 540 days.
However th e  stabilizer contents o f the  Soi] C-cement specimens are actually 2% 
higher th a n  those indicated in the graphs (2% lime added to  facilitate mixing), If 
th is  additional lime ia taken into account, i.e. i f  the  7.5% lime is compared with 
the 5% cement (plus 2% lime), or th e  10% time compared w ith the  7.5% cement, 
then  it  is clear th a t Soil C  appears to  be more efficiently stabilized w ith lime.
Since the  wet strength of Soil B stabilized w ith  10% cement was higher than  
the  28 day dry strength, i t  appears th a t some loss of strength through leaching 
has occurred in specimens a t lowmr cement contents. The wet-dry teste (Chapter 
10) showed th a t only Soils A  and B stabilised w ith 10% cement appeared to 
retain a large proportion of their early strengths after leaching and soaking. This 
finding concurs w ith the  Portland Cement Association’s  recommendation (4) tha t 
a  minimum of 10% cement be added to  Soils A  and B if  the  stabilized material 
is to  be used for water control structures.
The same trend  of lower wet strengths a t 540 days did not occur w ith Soil C even 
a t the lowest cement content indicating th a t the 2% lime supplement appears 
to  reduce strength losses in  the  soil-cement when subjected to  percolation. The 
excess lim e appears to  reduce the  strength loss by keeping calcium saturated 
water flowing through the  specimen.
This agrees w ith  Muller's [54] description for the  corrosion of concrete where he 
notes th a t hydrated calcium silicates are stable only in highly alkaline conditions. 
W ith th e  removal o f calcium hydroxide by flowing water, the  pH  is lowered and
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th e  decomposition of calcium silicates takes place.
In  the  case of the  soil-lime specimens, leaching apparently resulted in strength 
reductions in  th e  5% lime specimens for a ll the  soils. Although a  proportion of 
thio loss in  strength may be attributable  to  th e  relieving of negative pore wa­
te r  pressures through sa turation, i t  m ight also indicate th a t insufficient lime is 
present for any pozsolanic reactions to  occur. For the 7.5% and 10% lime stabi­
lized specimens, th e  leached strengths were higher than the 28 day dry  strengths, 
in d i Ung th a t pogzolanic reactions occurred during the periods of leaching and 
soaking.
O f major significance is the  trend  of increasing long te rm  wet strength with 
increasing limn content for each of the  three soils which indicates th a t th e  lime 
content m ust no t be selected on the  basis apparent ‘peak’ or ‘optim um ' strengths 
from  28 day UCS results.
Since apparently  excessive quantities of lime will actually reduce th e  cohesive 
strength of a d a y  soil, the  use of the UCS te st a t early ages has lead to  th e  belief 
th a t an optim um lime content for maximum strength exists since above a  certain 
lime content th e  UCS decreases.
Although a  peak appears in  th e  UCS versus lime content curves (a t 28 days) for 
Soils B, C and D a t a  lime content o f 5%, the  long term  UCS tests (540 days) 
show th a t this peak does no t represent the  optim um lime content for maximum 
strength b u t th a t the  strength continues to  increase above th e  apparen t peak as 
the  lime content increases.
Davidson e t al (50) make the same condueions on th e  basis of the  results of 
UCS tests conducted a t la ter  ages. They find th a t the rate  of strength gain is. 
influenced by th e  am ount cf lime and recommend th a t the  highest economical 
percentage of lime be used where the  project requires long te rm  strength.
The results also substantiate th a t lime ’n  excess of the  initial lime dem and (which 
was approximately 5% for each of the  soils) m ust be added if long term  strength 
gains through pogzolanic reactions are to  be expected, and th a t the '  action 
products are in  fact permanent. I t is also apparent th a t higher lime contents 
yield higher rate s of gain in  strength.
Unfortunately a  comparison was no t made w ith  specimens cured for long periods 
under sealed conditions, since a t the  tim e the  above results were unexpected. 
Generally i t  has been found (9,22,81,49] th a t the  strengths of bo th  soil-lime 
and soil-cement specimens cured a t constant moisture contents increase approxi­
mately linearly with the  logarithm  of age. Although no t all soii-stabilizers follow
th is trend  exactly, the author found an o ther instance where the  ra te  of gain 
in  strength increased w ith  the  logarithm of tim e as occurred w ith the  soil-lime 
specimens in  this project.
I t  does seem possible th a t one of the  factors contributing tu  the  gam in  strength of 
soil-lime is th e  calcium sa turated percolating w ater which is able to  stabilize the 
interior of clay lumps which would previously have acted as localized weaknesses 
in  th e  stronger cemented matrix.
On examining th e  dry and w et unconfined compressive .trengths o f  a highly plas­
tic  day  and  a sandy clay stabilized w ith  4% and 7% cement or lime, K ennedy e t al 
[55] found th a t lime stabilization produced higher dry strengths in  the  highly plas­
tic  clay, while cement produced higher dry strengths in  the  sandy day . However 
on soaking th e  te st specimens, the  strengths of the  soil-lime mixtures decreased 
far less th a n  the  strengths o f th e  soil-cement mixtures (a t 7% stabilizer content), 
w ith th e  w et strength of the  sandy d a y  stabilized w ith  lime being far higher than- 
th e  w et strength of the  cement stabilized specimens. They conclude th a t for 
bo th  soils, lime is  a  more effective stabilizer in reducing the  soils’ susceptibility 
to  moisture changes.
A  notable point from their results is th a t the strengths o f  the  soils stabilised with 
4% lime appeared to  remain constant as th e  curing tim e was extended, whereas 
the  strengths of the  7% lime specimens increased w ith  curing tim e, indicating 
th a t significant pogzolanic reactions are occurring only in the  7% lime specimens.
5-3 S h ea r S tre n g th
The Mohr-Coulomb failure theory is widely used to  characterize the  shear strength 
of soils. I t  states tha t:
r  =  c* +  o 'ta n f l  (in term s of effective stresses)
where r  is the shear stress a t failure on the  failure plane, c1 is the cohesion 
intercept, o1'  is the  normal effective stress on th e  failure plane and is the  angle 
o f shearing resistance.
To compare the variation of the  components of shear strength i-e. c* and <j/, four 
specimens of each soil-stabilizer combination were tested under triaxial loading 
conditions after a  38 day curing period. Each specimen was firstly saturated 
under a back w ater pressure. The specimens were then consolidated to  effective 
confining pressures (cell pressure m inus buck pressure) of 100, 350, 600 and 850
kP a , after which they were sheared undram ed (consolidated undrained (CtT) tr i ­
axial test). The pore w ater pressure was recorded a t each load/deflection reading.
The results a t  peak shear strength were used to  p lot Mohr failure envelopes using 
an approxim ate linear fit, from  which the  values of c1 and  $  were obtained. The 
failure envelopes are no t presented since the  trends of the  variations in  c" and $  
are of particular interest, while the  results from  the plots of these trends provide 
sufficient information from which the  M ohr envelopes can be constructed.
Difficulty was experienced in  fitting a  M ohr envelope to  some of She results. 
T h is arose from  an apparent ‘instability* of these materials a t higher confining 
pressures. T h is is discussed in  Section 5.4 where the s tress/stra in  behaviour of 
the  soils is discussed.
T he values of d  and 4>' presented may thus vary to  some extent since for example 
increasing the  slope of the  failure envelope, i.e. increasing d ', will lead to a 
decrease in  th e  magnitude of c*. The au thor is confident however th a t the  results 
describe th e  behaviour trends fairly accurately.
S.3.1 C ohesion
The cohesion intercept may have two components:
•  ‘True’ cohesion which results from perm anent interparticle bonding by ce­
m enting agents.
« ‘A pparent’ cohesion which results from  negative pore pressures se t up  in 
the  soil, for example in  compacted soils which are always partially saturated 
immediately after compaction.
The addition of cement to  any soil, and the  addition of lime to  a  lime-reactive soil 
can thus be  expected to  increase the tru e  cohesion of the soil, while the  apparent 
cohesion may increase through self-desiccation when pore w ater is used up  in 
the  hydration of the  stabilizing agent. Saturation of triaxial specimens largely 
rezaoves th e  contribution of the  apparent cohesion.
Figure 5.5 summarises the  values of th e  cohesion intercept obtained for the soils 
stabilized w ith cement and lime. For bo th  stabilizers, the  variations of cohe­
sion w ith increasing stabilizer content are  similar to  th e  trends obtained for the 
unconfined compressive strengths (Figure 5,1).
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Figure 5.5: Cohesion Latercept vs. Stabilizer Content -  28 Day Curing Period
W ith  th e  exception of Soil C  to  which. 2% lime was added, the  coheaon increases 
w ith  increasing cement content. The decrease in  cohesive strength for Soil C  a t 
cement contents above 5% may be caused by unreacted lime. The sam e trend 
occurs for a il the  soils when lime in  excess o f 5% ia added, where significant 
reductions of cohesive strength occur.
The apparent decrease in cohesion may however have resulted from  erroneous 
interpretation of the  results caused by the  instability  o f Soil C  a t higher confining 
pressures (see Section 5-4). Shear strength param eters of o' =  375 k P a  and g/ 
=  34° may be more appropriate for Soil C stabilized w ith 10% cement (and 2% 
lime), in. which case the  trends o f  increasing J  and 4* w ith cement content will 
be similar to  the  other soils.
The cohesion intercept o f  stabilized soils has been found to  increase approximately 
linearly w ith  the logarithm  of age [9,25,31,56]. The same references find th a t  the 
coheaon in tercept also increases linearly w ith  cement content.
Lees e t a l [51] obtain results similar to  those presented in  Figure 5.5 for soil-lime, 
where higher lime contents appear to  cause a  reduction, in  the cohesive strength 
or have little  effect on the  increase in cohesive strength a t pa  early age (7 days).
5.8.2 A n g le  o f  s h a r in g  resistance
W hen a  soil is sheared, a  failure plane (or ‘slip’ plane) develops on which shear 
strains are concentrated. The frictional shear resistance developed along th is 
plane is essentially derived from two components which contribute to  the  angle 
of shearing resistance of the  material (<£'):
* Sliding friction where the  relative movement of one soil particle to  another 
is resisted through the  development of adhesive friction forces a t points 
o f contact [28]. Microscopic interlocking because of surface roughness of 
particles m ay contribute to  the  sliding resistance between particles [57}. 
Negligible movement normal to  the  failure plane results from sliding friction.
•  Macroscopic interlocking of particles which causes appreciable movement 
of particles normal to  the  failure plane during shearing, i.e. for shear de­
form ations to  occur, particles hare  to  move up and over each o ther. This 
results in  an increase in volume (dilatation) prior to  failure [57].
Both cement [9,49,56] and lime [25,51,58,59] stabilization result ia  increases in 
the  angle of shearing resistance.
Figure 5.6 shows the  variation o f  the  angle of shearing resistance w ith increasin g 
stabilizer contents for the  four soils a t 28 days. The magnitude of th e  change 
in  ^  is smallest ia  coarse materials which have iaitiaUy high values of $> and 
largest for stabilized clay soils having initially low values o f ■£'.
The  rapid development of th e  angle o f shearing resistance of soil-lime indicates 
th a t th e  change is largely attributable  to  the  flocculation of th e  clay. Lees e t al 
[5 l| and Fossberg [58j also jbserved significant ia  creases in  <P after 28 days moist 
curing. Fossberg observed a  slight decrease in  ^  after 4  m onths m oist curing, 
accompanied by a  large increase in  the magnitude of the  cohesion intercept. I t  is 
possible th a t the  ‘instability’ of soil-lime a t higher consolidation pressures (which 
Fossberg observe-' in  consolidation tests) leads to  higher assumed m agnitudes of 
f  a t 28 days (see 5.4).
5.S .3 ‘P eak ’ shear strength
To observe th e  overall effect th a t the  stabilizer is having on the  shear strength it  
is  necessary to  look a t the  combined effects of the  stabilizer on c1 and Figures 
5.7 and 5.8 show the  variations of peak deviator stress w ith  increasing stabi­
lizer content as measured ia the  ucdfained biax ial tests a t th e  various confining 
pressures.
These results indicate th a t in m ost cases, the  shear strength increases w ith in­
creasing stabilizer content after 28 days curing. The soil-lime resalts, indicate 
th a t there is no  significant peak a t any stabilizer content although for Soils B 
and D there appears to  be  a  slight drop m strength from  7.5% to  10% lime.
T he results again confirm th a t a t  early ages, cement stabilisation a t stabilizer 
contents above 5% produced higher strengths than  lime stabilization. From the 
UCS results, i t  appears th a t except for the  highly plastic soil (Soil C) i t  is unlikely 
th a t the long te rm  strengths of the soil-lime mixtures will approach those of the 
high stabilizer contest soli-cement mixtures.
5.4 S tre ss -s tra in  B ehav iour
Since presentation of the  large number of stress versus stra in  and pore water 
pressure versus stra in  curves would de tract from the  readability of the  tex t, these 
curves are included in Appendix C. Sketch forms of these curves are used where 
required, while the  results are summarized in  abbreviated graph form.
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Figure 5.6: Angle of Shearing Resistance vs. Stabilizer Content - 28 Day Curing
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Figure 5.9 summarizes the  shapes of th e  stress-straia curves which, together with 
visual observations indicate tha t:
•  The failure of higher cement content specimens (7.5 and 10%) was generally 
o t a  b rittle  nature (‘brittle ’ behaviour curve), w ith the development of a 
single shear ‘fracture’. The pore w ater pressure increased to  a  maximum 
before the peak shear stress was reached and then  decreased as th e  specimen 
was sheared further.
•  The soil-lime specimens and th e  lower (5%) cement content specimens ap­
peared to  behave in  a ductile fashion (‘ductile’ behaviour curve), the  shear 
stress increasing a t a  decreasing ra te  w ith  increasing stra in , un til the max­
im um  shear stress was reached. These specimens ‘barrelled’ near the  top 
o r bottom . A t the highest confining pressure (850 kPa) th e  pore water 
pressure ia these specimens increased gradually (curve A) until a  maxi­
m um  a t th e  peak shear stress, decreasing slightly as shearing continued. At 
th e  lower confining pressures (curve B), She pore w ater pressure readied a 
maximum before the peak shear stress was reached and then  decreased as 
shearing continued.
Figure 5.10 shows the  eEective stress pa ths for these specimens, while Figure 
6.11 shows corresponding plo ts o f  the  pore pressure param eter (A  =  5 ^ )  versus 
strain. Figures 5.12 show th e  variation of the  pore pressure param eter a t failure 
with stabilizer content a t a  confining pressure of 850 kPa. Figure 5.13 shows 
the variation of the  pore pressure param eter i t  failure a t th e  various confining 
pressures for Soil B  stabilized w ith cement and lime. The behaviour a t  the  various 
confining pressures was similar for all the  soils.
The pore pressure param eter decre'ises significantly on th e  addition of a stabiliz­
ing agent, and continues to  decrease as the  stabiliser content is increased. The 
m agnitudes of the  pore pressure param eter a t failure reflected in Figure 5.11 e.g. 
A  =  0.2 -  0.3 a t 10% cement (confining pressure =  850 kPa) indicate th a t con­
struction pore w ater pressures may become significant. However until the  dam  
reaches a  significant height, (850 kP a  is equivalent to  an embankment height of 
approximately 40 m ) one would be jua iifed  in using A  values obtained for low 
confining pressures (A =  0.0 to  0,15). As construction proceeds i.e. a t la ter ages, 
i t  is envisaged th a t much of the pore w ater available a t an early age will have been 
used up in cement hydration or clay/lime reactions, thus relieving construction 
pore pressures to  some extent. This hypothesis will however require verification 
under larger scale conditions.
A slight bu t noticeable differr .ce in  behaviour pa tterns during the  consolidation
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stage occurred for higher lima content specimens consolidated to  high pressures. 
Figure 5.14 shows the void ratio  versus confining pressure (e-log(P)) curves for 
Soil C a t different cement contents, while Figure 5.15 shows the  e-log(Pj curves 
for SjO C  a t  different lime contents. The curves were obtained from the  three- 
dimensional consolidation of triaxiai specimens, each da ta  point representing the 
consolidation of a  specimen a t a  constant confining pressure. T he results indicate 
th a t th e  stabilization of a  soil w ith  either cement o r lime reduces the volume 
changes occurring daring consolidation signiBcflitly.
Insufficient results were gatheied to  be able to  distinguish whether the  slight 
difference in the  trend  of the  e-log(P) curves for 7.5% and 10% lime between 
600 k P a  and 850 kPa resulted from experimental error, specimen variability or 
different behaviour to  cement stabilized or low lime content spec  mens. However 
in all the  high lime content specimens, there appeared to  be a  sudden change in 
slope of the  e-log(P) curve between 600 kPa and 850 kPa.
A  similar effect was reported by Fossberg [58] who noted th a t th e  soil-lime struc­
tu re  appeared to  be unstable above certain consolidation pressures, Yong and 
Warkentic [57] a ttribu te  this ‘instability’ to  th?  flocculation o f  the  clay by the 
added lime. Consolidation of a  clay soil th a t is no t flocculated gradually reorients 
particles and pushes them  closer together, yielding a  fairly sm ooth e-log(P) curve 
(Figure 5.16 -  curve (b)). O n the  other hand, the  strong iaterparticle bonds in 
a  flocculated clay resist reorientation un til a  sufficiently large load is applied to 
disrupt the  bonds and break down the  structure. Thus the  initially flat e-log(P) 
curve (a) suddenly steepens after the preconsolidation load (c) is reached.
I t  appears th a t the  degree of flocculation achieved when stabilizing Soil C with 
5% lime is not sufficient to  cause this instability.
This raises a  question a s  to  the  accuracy of the  fitted M ohr failure envelopes 
which sometimes indicated th a t a  discontinuous failure envelops might be more 
applicable to  a m aterial w ith  an unstable structure.
Figure 5.17 shows a  hypothetical Mohr failure envelope (curve A) which becomes 
discontinuous a t a  stiu-c of stress sufficient to  cause a  breakdown jf  the  unstable 
s tructure and a  Losi or' cohesive strength, As curing proceed) (curve B), the 
cohesive strength increases as cementitioua products are formed.
T he identification of an unstable structure is im portant in the  design of an em­
bankment dam, since a  sudden collapse of the  m aterial struc ture  in  th e  lower 
portions of the dam  is certain to  result in cracking of the upper material.
These observations point to  the  need for firstly determining w hether a breakdown
Figute 5.14: Void R atio  vs. log(Confining Pressure) -  Soil C-ceraent (and 2%
Figure 5.15: Void R atio  vs. log(Confining Pressure) - Soil C-lime
Figure 5.16: Change in  Soli Structure Under Load (after Yong and Warkentin
M)
in the struc ture  will occur during the  consolidation phase and approxim ately a t 
w hat consolidation pressure the  onset o f  this instability occurs. Fossberg (58] 
found th a t the  consolidation pressure a t which the  instability occurs is time 
dependent, i.e. th e  longer the  material is  cured prior to  consolidation, the  higher 
the stress required to  break down the material structure. More information would 
also be provided by examining a  larger number of specimens (6 or 8) sheared a t 
smaller incremental confining pressures.
The peak shear stress versus stabilizer content curves were presented in  th e  pre­
vious section. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 summarize (for all the soils) the  strains a t 
peak shear stress for cem ent and lime respectively, while Figures 5.20 and 5.21 
summarize the  variations of the  secant modulus a t one th ird  peak shear stress1 
w ith stabilizer content.
T he results reveal the  following trends:
•  The first increment of lime or cement results in  an increase in  the  peak 
shear stress. Li most cases, the  peak shear stress continues to  increase w ith 
increasing lime and cement content. The rate  of increase is largest for soii-
‘The majority ot the stabilized specimeci appeared to beh^o elastically up to this point
Figure 5.17: H ypothetical Mohr Failure Envelope tor a M aterial w ith  an Unstable 
Structure
c e r  ro t specimens containing less clay, and w ith cement contents above 5%, 
In o^me cases, th e  shear strength decreases slightly a t high lime contents.
•  The peak shear stress generally increases w ith  increasing confining pressure. 
I t  appears th a t in  some cases, breakdown of the  cemented or flocculated 
structure  results in  similar or lower peak shear stress a t consecutive confin­
ing pressures.
•  T he secant modulus (to  one-third peak shear stress) increases w ith the  first 
increment (5%) of lime or cement. Thereafter, the  modulus continues to 
increase w ith  increasing cement content apparently a t an increasing rate. 
T he moduli for soil-lime specimens increase less rapidly a t lime contents 
above 5% w ith Soils C and D showing a  slight decrease in elastic m od xlus 
a t higher lime contents (above 7.5%).
•  The secant modulus also increases w ith increasing confining pressure.
« For soils w ith high strains to  peak shear stress when unstabiiized, ihtf Arst 
increment of lime or cement reduced the stra in  to  failure dramatically, e.g. 
Soil C w ith 5% stabilizer. The stra in  to  peak shear stress remains approxi­
mately constant w ith increasing cement content, h u t increases significantly 
w ith  increasing lime content.
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•  The stra in  to  peak shea* stress decreases w ith increasing confining pressure 
for bo th  soil-cement and soii-iime.
T he above observations differ from  Robertson’s results in  th a t he found th a t a t a  
particular cement content, the  stra in  to  peak shear stress generally increased with 
increasing confining pressure which is generally also the  case w ith  ucstabilized 
soils. However, the  soil th a t Robertson used was far more suitable for cement 
stabilization, yielding peak shear stresses 4 - 6  tim es those of the four soils used 
in  this project a t similar cement contents. These high strengths resulted from 
increases in  th e  cohesion, intercept, the  angle o f  shearing resistance &t> 10% cement 
being approximately 37°.
I t is thought th a t the  effect observed in  this project results from some break­
down in  the  cemented or Qocculated structure  whereby some cohesion is also 
lost. Progressive densification ia .  te-arrangement of the soil struc ture , as the 
consolidating pressure is increased might then  modify the  stress-str&in behaviour 
from plastic to  brittle. En such a  ease, the  more dense m aterial would reach peak 
shear stress a t a  stra in  less than  th a t of the less dense material.
In  comparison, such densification might no t occur w ith Robertson’s soil, since this 
m aterial is capable of developing significant cohesive strength. Similar results to  
Robertson’s m ight be obtained for the  soils used in th is project a t cement contents 
higher than  were used.
A notable point is the  increase in stra in  to  peak shear atireas w ith increasing lime 
content. The implication of these results is th a t soil-Eme might lend itself very 
well to embankment dam  construction since i t  will be flexible while foundation 
settlem ent is occurring, bu t will gradually develop the  strength required to  sustain
5.5 F lex u ra l S tren g th
The fiexural strength o i the stabilized soils was determined by conducting flexure 
teste in accordance with ASTM D 1635 - 63 • S tandard test method for deter­
mining the  flexural strength of soil-cement using simple beam  w ith third-point 
loading. Figure 5.22 shows the  loading configuration used.
The beam  specimens were moulded by compacting the  stabilized soil into a rect­
angular mould, using a  square drop hammer. The beams were then m oist cured 
for 28 days p rior to testing.
sN —  SPECIMEN
Figure 5.22: Loading Configuration for e'lexure Testa
Since i t  was recognized th a t the  stra in  a t which a crack would begin to  develop 
was also im portant to  the  consideration of shrinkage, stra in  gauges were glued to 
the  bottom  of the specimens so th a t a stress-strain curve couid be obtained. The 
readings of load and strain were bo th  electronically recorded by means of an XY 
pen recorder.
Figure 5.23 shows a typical set of stress versus stra in  curves (Soil B stabilized 
with cement). The stress versus stra in  curves for the  other soil-stabilizer com­
binations are included in Appendix C. Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 summarize 
the variations w ith stabilizer content o f  the  modulus of rupture (fi), the SexursZ 
modulus (beading stress/stra in) a t 0.33 Rnax  and the  failure strain.
Although in aZ2 esses, the  specimeos failad within the  length of the  central 50 mm 
strain gauge, suggesting th a t fairly uniform stabilization had been achieved, it  is 
felt th a t because the failure is generally sudden, any observation of s trs in  above 
the ‘yield’ point is unreliable, i.e. the  apparent plastic behaviour is misleading.
3 "
Stra in  (%)
Figure 5.23: Bending Stress vs. Strain - Soil B-cement (26 days)
The M u te  stra in  was thus assumed to  occur a t the  apparent yield  poiot.
The results indicate tha t:
•  Both the  modulus of rupture and the  flexu. dulus increase w ith in­
creasing limn and cement contents. The soil-. specimens had higher
zztoduli o f rup ture  and flexural moduli than  soil-lime specimens a t the  same 
stabilizer content.
•  The failure stra in  generally appears to  decrease w ith increasing stabilizer 
co7iteiit.
The irregularity of the  variation of failure strain w ith increasing stabilizer content 
is to  be expected since these materials are no t homogeneous in th a t they contain 
unstabilized day  lumps. These lumps, together w ith the  air and water voids 
act- as localized weaknesses from which cracks can propagate. Higher cement 
contents o r  longer curing periods in the  case o f the  soO-lime might yield more 
regular results.
SOIL-CEMENT
Figure 5.24: M odulus of Rupture vs. Stabilizer Content - 28 Day Moist Cure
SOE.-CEMENT
Stabilizer Content - 28 DayFigure 6.25: Flexural Modulus a t 0.3? R naZ 
Moist Cure
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Figure 5.26: Failure S train of Flexure Specimens v: 
Moist Cure
Stabilizer Content - 28 Day
C h apter 6
SHRINKAGE OF 
STABILIZED SOILS
6.1 In tro d u c tio n
The major source of shrinkage in soils [60] (and concrete [41]) is drying shrinkage 
tyhere w ater from the  voids evaporates into the  atmosphere. W hen the  exposed 
surface of a  stabilized soil layer begins to  shrink, it  is restrained from  doing so by 
the m aterial below i t  (which has no t yet begun to  lose moisture), thereby setting 
up differential tensile strains in  the  material. A  surface crack will thus begin to 
form  when the tensile stra in  is sufficient to  cause rupture.
The development of cracks in dams is highly undesirable since these cracks can 
develop into leakage paths. A lthough it  may no t be economically feasible (nor 
possible) to  a ttem p t to eliminate shrinkage cracking in stabilized soils layers, 
through a  knowledge of the  shrinkage behaviour w ith  tim e, the  size and spacing 
of the  cracks can be minimized, thereby minimizing the risk o f the development 
of leakage paths.
In  soil-cement, autogenous volume changes due to  cement hydration can also 
lead to  reductions in  volume. The hydration of cement results in  products which 
have less volume than  the  sum of the  volumes of the  original water and cement 
volumes taken separately [41}. Thus the  to ta l volume o f  the system m ay decrease, 
even though the  absolute volume of solids is increased by the  newly formed solid 
reaction products.
Autogenous shrinkage resulting from the  internal consumption o f  w ater during hy­
dration (self-desiccation) can also occur if additional water is no t made available 
after mixing. However, the  w ater cement ratio  of the  materials tested (approx­
imately 2.75 a t 10% cement) was far greater than  the  minimum water cement 
ratio  required for the complete hydration of the  cement (approximately 0.4). 
Thus autogenous shrinkage in these soils is only likely to  contribute once the 
m ajor proportion of drying shrinkage has occurred.
George [60] found th a t the shrinkage strain  of a sand containing 4% clay increased 
from 3.05% (unstabiiized) to  0.1% when 10% cement was added, this increase is  
shrinkage being attributable to  the  self-desiccation of the cement paste during hy­
dration. Com pared w ith the overall shrinkage strains of 2.5% for the soii-c^ment 
specimens tosted in this project (see Section 6.2.2), i t  wonld no t he possible to 
detect an autogenous volume change of 0.05%.
Both cement and lime stabilization reduce the  shrinkage potential of a shrinkable 
soil. The reduction in shrinkage is attribu ted  [25] to  the reduced ‘water affinity' 
of the calcium sa turated clay and to  the formation of a cementitioua m atrix  which 
resists volume changes.
6.2 L a b o ra to ry  Shrinkage Testa
6.2.1 Prelim inary tests and developm ent o f equipm ent
I t  was felt th a t the  standard laboratory tests generally used for shrinkage testing 
were no t adequate to  provide meaningful da ta  for the needs o f this project.
On the  one hand the  shrinkage lim it ieat, although providing valuable compara­
tive d a ta  i.e. as an indicator test, would no t model field conditions in any way 
since th e  material is uncompacted and <iren dried. On the  other hand the  use 
of beams or cylinders extruded from moulds was also felt inadequate since the 
extrusion of th e  specimen from the mould allows it  to expand to  an equilibrium 
volume, therefore increasing the  potential for shrinkage. Extrusion also allows 
drying from all sides of the  specimen which rarely occurs in stabilized soil layers.
Figure 6.1 shows the  result of a  pilot test conducted to  determine the  effects 
of extrusion on the measured shrinkage, using a  silty sand, stabilized w ith  10% 
cement. The soil contained approximately 5% d a y  sized material.
The ‘extruded’ sample was compacted to  Standard P roctor density, after which
0.01 0.31
T im e (h o o ts  ..  log sca le )
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Figure 6.1: Pilot Shrinkage Test Results - Shrinkage Strain vs. Time and Moisture 
Loss vs. Time (Standard Proctor Specimens; 25°C and 37% relative humidity).
i t  was extruded from  the  mould. Shrinkage strains were measured between two 
targets placed 100 mir. apart on th e  circular surface. The unextruded sample 
was left in  the  Proctor mould, w ith the  base kept in  pe tition  to  seal the  bot­
tom  surface. Strain measurements were also taken on the bo ttom  surface of ths 
anextruded specimen.
To determine the  maximum shrinkage tha t could occur, the  specimens were oven 
dried for 48 hours once the  shrinkage oa the  exposed surface had reached the 
maximum value under the testing conditions i.e. after 316 hours.
Measurements taken before and after extrusion showed th a t an expansion of 0.3% 
occurred on the  circular surface. The measurements of shrinkage on th e  wealed 
surface of the  unextruded specimen indicate th a t the  m aterial first expanded 
(0.03% \ after wiu_i, some shrinkage occurred.
The results indicate tha t extrusion of the  specimen results in  higher values o f mea­
sured shrinkage. The difference arises bo th  from  the  expansion of the extruded 
specimen increasing the  shrinkage po tential (the expansion of 0.3% represents 
18% of the  shrinkage potential of th is  specimen), and because the  rate  o f mois­
ture loss is higher in  the extruded specimei. (see graph of moisture loss versus 
tim e. Figure 6.1).
The results for the  exposed and sealed surfaces of the  unextruded specimen in­
dicate th a t the  slower the rate  of moisture loss, the more the cem ent hydrates 
providing a stronger cementing m atrix  to  resist shrinkage strains. Thus although 
approximately the  same tota l mass moisture is lost from bo th  specimens (ap­
proximately 22Sg after oven drying), the exposed surface of the  unextruded spec­
imen shrinks less than  the  exposed surface of the extruded specimen, while the 
sealed surface shrinks the least.
Based on these results, and on the  philosophy th a t a knowledge of, and the ability 
to  control the shrinkage-time behaviour would be im portant to  the  minimizing 
of cracks in dams, a new testing procedure was developed.
A split-rrould (mild steel) was used to  ‘secure’ a 100 m m  length of PVC tubing 
(150 m m  outside diameter) while the  stabilized soil was being compacted into 
the tube  (Figure 6.2). After compaction, the  specimen surface was trimm ed 
flush w ith the  top of the tube, and targe ' were glued across two diameters on 
either ends of the  specimen using a rapid hardening, high strength g'ue.
The specimen was inverted from its  compacted position so th a t the  top  surface 
appeared plane and uniformly densified. The bottom  surface of the  specimen was 
sealed using plastic sheeting secured in place w ith rubber bands. The sheeting
SECTION A-A (NUT TO SCALE)
Figure 6.2: Apparatus for Compaction of Shrinkage Specimens
J
could be  removed and replaced quickly to  allow strain measurements.
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A section of a laboratory was enclosed w ith plastic sheeting so th a t the  specimens 
could be subjected to  a  constant tem perature (25°C) and a  constant humidity 
(55% relative humidity) during the tests.
The ‘maximum1 shrinkage measured after oven drying the  pilot specimens a t 
U 0°C  indicates th a t curing soil-cement specimens i.e. moist o r sealed cure for 
say 28 days, would permanently reduce the  shrinkage potential o f the material. 
However since i t  is  the  period between the compaction of successive layers th a t 
any significant amount of shrinkage cracking on the  horizontal exposed surface 
occurs (this is where cracks might develop into leakage paths through the  body 
of the  dam) it  was decided to  s ta r t the  shrinkage observations as soon as the glue 
had set (approximately 15 "Sautes after compaction was completed).
6.2 .2  Shrinkage test results
The shrinkage versus tim# graphs for each soil a t the  various siabiL rer contents 
are included in  Appendix D. Figure 6.3 shows typical shrinkage time curves for 
the exposed surface for Soil C when unstabilized and when stabilized w ith 7.5% 
lime and cement. Figure 6.3 also shows the  graph of moisture loss versus time 
for these specimens.
Figure 6.4 shows th e  trends of maximum shrinkage stra in  versus stabilizer con­
ten t for the  four soils. The shrinkage strains represent an average of the two 
strains measured on the exposed surface, while ‘to ta l’ shrinkage strains were the
shrinkage strains were not determined by oven drying as in the  pilot tests.
The results were typical of all the soils and show that:
•  The addition of the first increment of lime or cement reduces the shrinkage 
markedly. The shrinkage continues to decrease as the stabilizer content 
increases.
•  Lime is m-;re effective than  cement for controlling shrinkage of these soils. 
This is especially noticeable in the  clay soil (Soil C) where 10% cement 
and 2% lime reduced the  shrinkage by 45%, while 10% lime reduced xhe 
shrinkage ;y  65%.
•  Although the  quantity of moisture lost in a  given tim e is higher in the soil- 
lime specimens than in  the  soil-cement specimens a t a  particular stabilizer
rved under the  te st conditions, i.e. the  total
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Figure 6.3: Shrinkage Strain vs. Time and Moisture Loss vs. T im e - Soil C
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Figure 6.4: Maximum Shrinkage Strain vs. Stabilizer Content
content, the shrinkage of the soil-Ume specimens is always less. Although 
only one example is given in  Figure 6.4, this was always the  case.
Figure 6.5 shows the  graph of rate of moisture loss versus time for Soil C when 
destabilized and a t  $22 stabilizer contents. The same linear trend of decreasing 
ra te  of moisture loss w ith the  logarithm of time occurred for all the soils a t 
all stabilizer contents. The rate  of moisture loss from Soil C  when unstabilized 
initially remained constant and then followed the sam e trend as the  stabilized 
materials.
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Figure 6.5: Rate  of Moisture Loss vs. Time • Soil C
A lthough there was no deimite relationship between the ra te  of moisture loss 
and the  stabilizer content, i t  was noticed th a t the  initial rate  of moisture loss 
appears to  be  dependent on the  permeability of the m aterial, i.e. th e  lower 
the  permeability, the  lower the  initial rate of moisture loss. This is however of 
academic value sirce the  rate  of shrinkage is dependent on the  quantity and type
of clay present, i.e. Soil C unstabUized shrinks faster than  when stabilised even 
though the rate  of moisture loss is lower.
The initial rate  o f moisture loss is however im portant in determining the  rate  a t 
which m oisture needs to  be  replaced if  shrinkage is  to  be nusumieed.
Figure 6.6 compares the  to ta l shrinkage on th e  top  and bo ttom  surfaces of the 
specimens of Soil B  stabilized with cement and lime. The measurements of shrink­
age on th e  bottom  surfaces were begun once the  shrinkage on the  top  surface had 
reached a  constant value, a t which stage the  specimens were inverted and the 
previously sealed surfaces exposed. The final measurements were taken 21 days 
after th e  specimens had  been compacted. Similar results were observed for the 
o ther soils.
T he exposed surfaces of the  soil-cement shrank more than  initially sealed surfaces 
as occurred in th e  pilot tests. Although th e  specimens were no t cured, it  appears 
th a t since the  ra te  o f moisture loss from  the  lower p a rt of the  specimen is lower 
than  the  top, more cement hydration occurs in th is  region.
O n th e  other hand, the  sealed surfaces of the  soil-Ume specimens shrunk mor- 
t ha a  th e  exposed surfaces. This w ai no t unexpected since it  was noticed th a t for 
all the  soils, the shrinkage of the unstabilized material was greater on the  sealed 
surface.
It is thought th a t a  density gradient is caused by the  tam ping of successive layers 
so th a t the  bottom  of the  compacted specimen is more dense than  the top. Since 
th e  specimens were inverted relative to  their compacted positions, the  exposed 
surface was more dense than  the  sealed surface and thus exhibited less shrinkage 
potential.
6.3 T he Effect of W ater R ep lacem ent o n  S hrinkage
If  the  amount of shrinkage can be controlled in the  period between the  placement 
o f layers, then the  amount of shrinkage cracking w ithin the  body of an embank­
ment can be minimized. Since the shrinkage is largely caused by drying, it  is 
6  logical th a t the  shrinkage of an exposed surface can be reduced by replacing the
lost w ater, until the  surface is sealed, by the  subsequent layer.
Figure 6.7 shows the results of a  water replacement te st conducted on Soil B  sta­
bilized w ith 7.5% cement. Up to point B, the w ater lost through evaporation was 
replaced a t  2 hourly intervals, by sprinkling water on the exposed surface. The
SOIL B-CEMBNT
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Figure 8,6: Com parison of Shrinkage Potential on Exposed and Initially Sealed 
Surfaces
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specim en w as then allowed to  shrink overnight, after which the  lost moisture was 
again replaced (point C). T his was repeated (point D) after which the  specimen 
was allowed to  shrink w ith  no  further additions of w ater.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of Moisture Replacement on Shrinkage-time Behaviour
The results show th a t  no t only can  the  shrinkage b e  successfully controlled, b u t 
there is also evidence th a t the  shrinkage is partly  recoverable, w ith  th e  amount 
of recovery decreasing w ith tim e after compaction.
I f  th e  stra in  required to  cause cracking is known, then  i t  seems likely th a t the  use 
of control measures such as sprinkling w ater on the  surface a t regular intervals 
would alm ost certainly allow good control over the  development o f shrinkage
From th e  fiexure te s t results, i t  was observed th a t the  stra in  a t which a crack 
begins to  develi may be as low as 0.02%. The shrinkage of a ll the  specimens 
reached this stra in  very shortly after the  readings began, indicating th a t it  is
unlikely th a t shrinkage cracks can  be entirely eliminated.
However, the  following visual observations were made:
•  'H airline’ surface cracks were observed in th e  unstabilized and soil-cement 
specimens a t very low shrinkage s trains (less th sn  0.1%).
•  These cracks grew as shrinkage continued, bu t were much smaller in  the 
soil-cement than  in  the  unatabilized specimens. The specimens also shrank 
away from  the  PV C tube.
•  A  few hairline cracks were observed in  the  5% soil-lime specimens, bu t 
no t in the 7.5% or 10% lime specimens. W ith  continued shrinkage, these 
m aterials moved away from the  PV C tubing.
I t  appears th a t the  '. js tra in t offered by the  material below th e  shrinking surface 
develops more rapidly in soil-cement than  in  soil-lime. T hus the  soil-cement 
cracks, while the  soij-iime appears to  move radially inwards, i.e . material below 
the  shrinking surface is pulled inwards by th e  shrinking material.
The N IT R R  [22] reports th a t “usually the  cracks in  lim e-treated materials are 
narrower and less extensive and therefore less significant than  those in cement- 
trea ted materials” . Since the  tim e rate  of shrinkage is lower for soil-lime, it  is 
apparent th a t it  will be easier to  control cracking of soil-lime than  soil-cement.
Tc ensure adequate bonding a t the  interface between soil-cement layers, *  fairly 
liquid cement  paste may be spread on the  exposed surface before construction 
of the  subsequent layer begins [9]. This paste would certainly aid in fillinp - 
shrinkage cracks th a t may have developed.
Because of the  slow rate  o f strength gain w ith tim e of soil-lime mixture. . r. / '  
of these m aterials hare  been reported to  exhibit ‘self-healing’ (or autogv 
healing) properties [25,61,62]. Thus the possibility exists th a t if  shrinkage cracks 
in soil-lime can be made to  close up e.g. by water replacement, the  m aterial 
can regain some tensile strength. However th is  self-healing property is no t well 
proven, and should no t be relied upon [22].
C h apter 7
THE PERMEABILITY OF 
STABILIZED SOIL
7.1 In tro d u c tio n
The permeability of th e  stabilized aoE is an im portant consideration in the  design 
of homogeneous stabilized soil embankment dams. I t  is  desirable to  minimize the 
permeability to  reduce seepage losses through the  embankment, while Robertson's 
[9] findings show th a t the  distance into the  m aterial th a t calcium is leached from 
soil-cement in a given time is proportional to th e  permeability of the  m aterial.
The permeability of a  soil is largely influenced by the  volume of voids in the 
material and the  continuity of flow channels. Shrinkage cracks can strongly influ­
ence th e  permeability by creating continuous flow channels. I t  is thus desirable 
to  minimize the void volume, and  to  minimize shrinkage cracking to  ensure and 
maintain a  low permeability.
7.2 P e rm eab ility  Test R esu lts
T he permeability te sts  were conducted using the  laboratory apparatus designed 
by Robertson [9]. The percolation cell in  which the  specimen was placed is 
described in  Figure 7.1. De-aired distilled water was used bo th  to  apply the 
confining pressure of 100 kPa, and for the  percolating w ater which was a t a  
pressure of 36 kP a  a t the  inlet of the  cell.
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Figure 7.1: Permeability A pparatus
The gradient across the  75 mm long specimens was thus 50 m /m  which may 
appear to  be extreme for a homogenous embankment dam  in which th e  gradient 
across the  m aterial is likely to  be  less than  1 m /m . However, the  approach tha t 
Robertson took in  the  design of this teat was to  simulate the  design life of the 
m aterial using a  higher gradient over a shorter te s t period. The test conditioss 
for seepage over a period of one year are thus intended to  represent a un it gradient 
(1 m /m ) over a  period of 50 years.
Three specimens of each soil-stabilizer combination formed a  te st ‘se t’. Once 
installed in  the  cells, the  specimens were saturated  firstly by flushing th e  specimen 
w ith the  confining pressure off, and then  by applying a vacuum a t th e  outlet end 
for 80 minutes w ith  th e  confining pressure on. This procedure was repeated until 
no air was visible in the  outflowing w ater under vacuum.
During the  tests, the  w ater which had  passed through the  specimens was collected 
in plastic bottles, Moisture losses a t the  gap between the outle t piping and 
the  bottle  were effectively eliminated by sealing th is  gap w ith an impermeable 
tape. For each specimen, a  continuous record was kept of the  m ass of water 
passing through the  specimen in  a  given tim e, from  which the  permeabilities of 
the  specimens were calculated a t various intervals in  time.
The te sts  were carried ou t over a  period of 240 days following the  standard  28 day 
cure a t  which stage, sufficient information on the  permeabilities o f the  various 
sets had been obtained.
Figures 7.2 and 7_3 show the  variations of permeability w ith  stabiKzer content. 
The figures have been presented separately for clarity.
In  some cases, a  single specimen w ithin a set showed a significantly higher per­
meability than  the  average permeability for the  set. This probably resulted from 
the development of shrinkage cracks during the  setting-up of the  cells. I t  was 
noticed th a t such high initial flows occurred in  th e  majority of the  5%  stabilizer 
specimens, which also showed the  highest rate of shrinkage w ith  tim e.
Figure 7.4 shows the  variation in  permeability w ith age for specimens showing 
high initial flows. The ‘average permeability’ represents the  average permeability 
of the  three specimens in the se t after 240 days percolation. I t  is  apparent from 
these curves th a t there is a  tendency for the  closure of leakage paths to  occur, with 
the permeability decreasing towards the  average value obtained for the  specimen
The addition of either 5% cement or 5% lime resulted in increases in  th e  perme­
ability, this increase being larger for 5% lime. The increase in permeability is to
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be expected since th e  Eocculation of clay results in an ‘open’ less dense structure 
which results in  a  larger flow area and thus a  higher permeability [28,57].
In the two less plastic soils, Soils A  and B, further increases in either the  cement or 
the lime content resulted in decreases in the  permeability, w ith the  cement having 
a  larger influence than  the lime a t similar stabilizer contents. The permeabilities 
of both soils a t a  cement content o f  10% were Jess than the permeabilities o f the 
respective unstabilized materials.
The permeabilities of Soils C and D increased substantially on the  addition of 5% 
cement or lime. Further increases in stabilizer content resulted in small increases 
in the  permeabilities of these materials. The permeabilities a t 10% cement were 
still far higher than  th e  initially low permeabilities exhibited by these two soils 
when unstabilized.
As might be expected, the  trend  in permeability w ith stabilizer content resembles 
the  inverse of the  trend in maximum dry density w ith stabilizer content (Figures 
4.4 and 4.5). Generally smaller increases in density occurred on the  addition of 5% 
cement (reductions in density occurred in  Soils A  and C ), while more significant 
increases ia  density occurred above th e  5% cemea6 level. Th is  agrees w ith the 
initial increase in permeability a t 5% cement and the  reductions in permeability 
a t higher cement contents.
Large increases in permeability can be  associated w ith large decreases in  maxi­
mum- dry density resulting from  th e  addition of 5% lime. The flocculation of the 
clay results in a less dense and hence more permeable structure.
Smaller decreases is  density a t Kmn contents above 5% correspond w ith smaller 
increases ia  perroeability. A t lime contents below the  lime fixation capacity (ap­
proximately 5% for these soils), th e  added lime is used up  in ion exchange and 
flocculation reactions. Since the degree of flocculation approaches a  maximum 
a t the  lime fixation capacity, lime contents above this will result in free lime in­
tended for the  slower pozzolanic reactions. In  a  soft particulate form, this lime 
m ay act as a  void filler, resulting in smaller increases in permeability and even 
decreases in  permeability as observed for Soils A  and B a t lime contents above 
5%.
Brandi [63] obtained sim ilar results where the  permeability increased on the  ad­
d ition of 1% lime, b u t decreased progressively a t higher lime contents. He also 
found th a t the  permeability decreases as the  curing period is extended. A fter 180 
days curing, 7% lira .ample exhibited the same permeability as the  unstabilized 
m aterial.
As noted in Chapter 4, the  specific gravity of the 'new ' materials would have to  be 
measured to  be able to  compare the  void volumes more exactly. I t is possible tha t 
the  higher lime and cement content specimens were less susceptible to  shrinkage 
cracking (generally the  ‘high’ initial fiowrates were observed in 5% specimens) 
and thus had lower permeabilities. I t  is also possible th a t the  presence of excess 
lime in  th e  lower plasticity soils increases the  viscosity of the  perm eant thereby 
reflecting lower permeabilities. However since this testing programme considered 
only th e  quantification of the  permeabilities, more precise tests w in be required 
to  determine th e  reasons for the  observed behaviour.
Fossberg [58] also found tha t lime reduced th e  permeability of the  clay soils he 
tested. The permeability decreased further when the  specimens were cured for 4 
months. Townsend Mid Klym [64] propose th a t Fossberg observed these results 
because he (Fossberg) compacted the  soil-lime immediately after mixing (as the
author did  in th is project), which did  no t allow the  clay to  flocculate. Townsend 
and Klym m aintain th a t “if the  soil is allowed to  cure for the  recommended 48 
how s in  an uncompacted sta te  to  allow the  reduction in  placticity necessary to 
expedite construction, then the flocculation of the  clay will always result in  an 
increase in  permeability relative to  th e  unstabilized m aterial, i f  the two materials 
are compacted usi.-g the  same compactive effort” .
However the  author found th a t i t  was no t necessary to  allow the  m aterial to  cure 
before compaction w ithout the  m aterial sticking to  the  compacting ram . Thete 
thus appears to  be a compromise between curing tim e before compaction and 
the  various properties obtained, i.e. some properties may be improved by curing 
before compaction while others may not.
For embankment dam  design, Sherard e t a l [2] classify soils w ith permeabilities 
within th e  range 5.10-7  to  2 J 0 -I1rn /s  as impervious to  very impervious, while for 
an impervious core, Thomas [65] recommends th a t the  permeability of the  com­
pacted core m aterial should no t exceed l.IO ~?m /s . The measured permeabilities 
of the  stabilized materials ranged from 2.10-11 to  2.10~8m /s . Since these per­
meabilities fall w ithin the  range of permeabilities acceptable for an impervious 
core, it  would no t be necessary to  include other impermeable elements to reduce 
seepage losses if  these stabilized soils were used in  a dam.
7.3 Flow  T h ro u g h  A rtific ia lly  C re a te d  C racks
An a ttem p t was m ade to  observe th e  erosion effects of fast moving w ater tfaicush 
an artificially created crack. Figure 7.5 shows the  equipment used for these 
observations.
Cylinder specimens (37.5 mm diameter by 75 mm) cured for 28 days (standard 
cure) ware cracked using cylinder splitting te st equipment to  yield two half cylin­
ders. The two halves of the cylinders were held apart by thin steel wedges while 
they were glued in position by an epoxy normally used for concrete repairs.
After the epoxy had  set, the  wedges were removed and the  area o f the  crack a t 
each end measured. The cracked specimen was then installed in the  cell, and a 
confining pressure applied. W ater was then forced through the crack, the  pressure 
applied to the  Sowing water being half the  confining pressure. Once a  consistent 
volume flowrate had been determined, the  confining pressure was increased after 
which the  Bow pressure was also increased.
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Figure 7.5: A pparatus for Measuring Flows Through Artificially Cracked Sped-
The velocity of flow was calculated by dividing the volumetric flowrate by the 
crack area. Since it  was impossible to  measure the  crack area accurately, the 
results were adjusted so th a t the  curve passed through th e  origin.
Figure 7.6 shows the  results of the  lim ited tests conducted. The  equipment was 
calibrated using a  specimen made from a  granular soil w ith  20% cement (control 
specimen). For th is  specimen, the  velocity increased linearly w ith  increasing 
flow pressure. A t higher flow pressures, the  velocity increased a t a  decreasing 
rate , probably because of increased friction losses together w ith the  closure of 
the  crack a t the  higher confining pressures (the initial crack area was used for all 
calculations).
Figure 7.6: Velocity vs. Flow Pressure -  Artificially Cracked Specimens (28 Day
Since a  variable pressure continuous water supply was no t available, th e  duration 
of flow for each te st (i.e. for each da ta  point) was iim ited to  approxim ately 10
T
Tssta on unstabiiized materials were no t possible since th e  crack closed up under 
very low confining pressures. The observed outfiowa from  the  unstabUized spec­
imens were extremely cloudy indicating th a t erosion o f  t i e  m aterial occurred a t 
low flow velocities.
None of the  stabilized specimens showed erosion in  the  form  of cloudy outflow 
a t any flow pressure, the  specimens ‘failing* when the  crack collapsed under the 
confining stress. The graphs for the stabilized soil specimens are all similar to  the 
control specimen w ith the  rate o f velocity increase decreasing to  a  larger extent. 
Early apparent failures appear to  reflect the strength of a  m aterial ra ther than 
its erosion capacity, w ith the  collapse o r closure o f th e  crack occurring earlier in 
the  weaker specimens. The magnitudes of the  unconfined compressive strengths 
(Figure 5.2) o f  these materials agree w ith  this observation.
A lthough i t  is felt th a t th e  measurements are not highly accurate, the  tests 
do reveal th a t the  soil is far more erosion resistant w hen stabilized. A  more 
sophisticated te st will be required to determine w hether such stabilized materials 
can be used w ithout a protective layer to  resist erosion.
The ‘apparen t’ permeability of the  specimens (for an approxim ate crack w idth of 
1 m m ), rauged from  l.lC T*m /s to  2.10~4m /s . Compared w ith  the permeabilities 
of the uncracked specimens which ranged from 2.10- i l m /s  to 2.10""8m /s it  is 
evident th a t such cracks would result in  unacceptably high seepage losses.
However is unlikely th a t extreme flows through shrinkage cracks will be prob­
lematic since in an embankment dam it is no t likely th a t a  shrinkage crack will 
develop through the  entire width of tiie dam . Thus shrinkage crafxs will proba-. 
bly no t exist as open flow channels as they do in small specimen?. W ith proper 
curing, the  development o f shrinkage cracks w ithin the  body of th e  dam  can be 
almost entirely eliminated. Shrinkage cracks will then  exist mainly on the  surface 
of the dam  and will no t extend to  any significant depth.
Since th e  durability o f soil-lime materials will probably be a  lim iting factor in 
the design of an sm bankm eat dam  using materials such as those tested in  this 
programme, it  is likely th a t a  durable and relatively impermeable ‘membrane’,
#  e.g. a  cement rich granular soil-cement facing, will be used to  face the  dam. This 
would eliminate the risk of high flows through leakage paths and  protect less 
durable materials from environmental effects.
C hapter 8
THE DURABILITY OF 
STABILIZED SOIL
8.1 In tro d u c tio n
T he durability of a  soil can be broadly defined as th a t property of th e  m aterial by 
which i i  resists environmental or other forces tending to  cause the  deterioration 
of the  integrity of the  material during its servke life.
D estructive influences which can weaken cemented materials include:
•  Repeated volume changes due to  variations in tem perature (freezing and 
thawing) or moisture content (wetting and drying). The tensile stresses 
developed can weaken or rup ture  the cementing bond, thereby causing a 
reduction in strength.
•  The presence of deleterious mi -erials. Salt crystallization, sulfate attack, 
acid and calcium carBonate can all lead to  a  loss o f cementation and/or 
excessive heaving and cracking. Organic compounds are also believed to 
interfere w ith cement reactions.
•  Leaching of cementitious products by percolating water.
•  Abrasion and erosion e.g. by wave action or rainfall.
The durability of stabilized soil is not easily quantifiable and is normally investi­
gated by conducting laboratory w etting and drying (ASTM D559) and freezing
and thawing (ASTM D560) tests. The ASTM tests correlate w ith th e  field per­
formance of highway base courses in tem perate climates, and thus may not be 
particularly relevant to  the performance of stabilized soils in  dams in  Southern
The applied tem perature ranges (71°C drying aad -23°C freezing) are severe 
for South African conditions while the  brushing of the  specimens exerts stresses 
which are not realistic for all applications.
I t  was intuitively felt th a t the  plastic stabilized soil? used in  th is project would 
no t be acceptable to  dam  builders as durable-facing m aterials because of the  high 
assurance levels required for this element o f the  dam  structure. B etter quality 
soil-cement w ith a  fairly high cement content (approximately 10%) would be 
required to  satisfy the  criteria for soil-cement as a  durable facing.
Since Robertson [9] has thoroughly investigated the  leaching effects and 'he dura­
bility of such a  material (a  well graded silty sand w ith  4% clay sized m aterial and 
P I  =  5%), it  was felt th a t repetition of such a  testing programme was no t war­
ranted. I t  is worth noting th a t Robertson found for his soil 6b»S 2% cem ent was 
sufficient to  satisfy the  standard  mass toss criteria for the  wet-dry test. For slope 
protection, the  PC A  recommendations indicated a  cement content of 4% while 
leaching te sts indicated a  cement content of 10% for minimizing permeability and 
cement loss.
N otwithstanding th e  above discussion, lim ited tests were conducted in  order to 
make some comparison between the  durabilities o f the  soils tested. This was 
motivated in p a rt by the  apparent contradiction arising from  the  inability of lime 
stabilized soils to  satisfy the  accepted durability tests, and the  fact th a t soil-lime 
has perform ed successfully in  hydraulic structures.
8.2 D u rab ility  Tests
A  lim ited number of wet-dry tests were conducted on a  number of standard spec­
imens which had been subjected to  percolation and soaked storage (see Chapter 
7). Some of the  soil-cement specimens a t the  lower stabilizer contents appeared 
so ft a t the  ‘inle t’ end, this softening being evidence th a t some leaching of the 
stabilizer had occurred during the  percolation test.
Since the  specimens had been leached and wet stored for a  prolonged period, a  
jess harsh wet-dry testing procedure was adopted. T he specimens were subjected
to  cycles of wetting by soaking in a  w atsr ba th  followed by drying a t 40°C for 4S 
hours. No abrasion tests were conducted.
Soil D proved totally unsatisfactory w ith  specimens a t a ll stabilizer contents dis­
integrating after 1 or 2 w et-dry cycles. T h is was expected since Soil D  contained a 
noticeable amount of organic m aterial which appeared to  affect all the engineering 
properties negatively.
Soils A  and B behaved more favourably w ith 5% Hme and cement specimens 
failing after 4  to  5 cycles, 7.555 specimens failing after 7  cycles, w hile bo th  the 
10% lime and cement specimens remained intact after 10 cycles. Soft C, which 
had a  content of day  sized material of 60% (almost double th a t of Soils A  and B) 
failed after 3 to  4  cycles a t all stabilizer contents. Clearly a  much higher stabilizer 
content would be required to  render this soil as durable as Soils A  and B.
G ranular soils generally requite low cement contents (5 to  7% by weight) to ensure 
satisfactory durability for hydraulic structures [4|. The durability o f clay soil- 
cement depends on the strength of the  cement m atrix  and on how effectively the 
volume changes in  ihe  d a y  can be minimized and restrained. In  order to  obtain a 
m aterial sufficiently durable for hydraulic structures i t  becomes necessary to  use 
a high cement content to  enclose the  clay lumps entirely w ith  cement paste. A 
combination of lime and cement may prove to  be a less costly method of rendering 
such a m aterial less w ater sensitive and more durable.
For Soils A  and B, time appeared to  b e  as effective as cement in  improving the 
durability of the  soils. I t  seems likely th a t the durability of soil-lime is ques­
tionable only in  the  short te rm  when the  material may exist in a  non-plastic 
uncemented form and can disintegrate easily in the  presence of w ater. Soaked 
strength tests could no t be conducted on soil-lime specimens a t 28 days because 
they disintegrated. In the long term , Hme stabilization reduces the  magnitude of 
volume changes (by reducing the  w ater affinity) and by the  form ation of perm a­
nent cementitious reaction products which increase the  tensile strength.
The size of the  day  lumps also appears to  influence the  durability, i.e. the  larger 
the  lumps, the  less durable is the  m aterial. Finer pulverization of the  clay lumps 
would certainly allow more effective stabilization of the  soil, resulting in higher 
strength and durability.
Throughout the  thesis, the  addition of lime in excess o f the  lime fixation capacity 
is emphasised. The durability results for Soils A and B again highlight th a t high 
lime contents are required to stabilize the  m aterial successfully, whereas poor 
results would have been obtained using the  ‘optimum’ lime content for unconfined 
compressive strength a t 28 days.
From th e  perspective of dam  design, it  is felt th a t the  durability of stabilized soils 
should no t be a deciding factor. As proposed in  earlier chapters, th e  less durable 
m aterial can be used in  the  body of th e  dam  where moisture and tem perature 
changes are small. More durable granular soil-cement can then  b ?  used to  ‘face’ 
th e  externa! surfaces of the dazs where tem perature and moisture changes are 
large and durability becomes a  critical design criterion. This type of approach is 
already used in  the  design of conventional and roller compacted concrete dams 
which use a  lower cement content less durable material as the mass gravity com­
ponent (term ed ‘hearting’), protected by a  shell of cement  rich durable material.
From th e  successes achieved in  certain  applications such as the  Friant Kern canal, 
i t  is apparent th a t unprotected lime stabilised expansive days can readily be 
used in hydraulic structures. Since such materials may be discounted for use 
because of the ir apparent lack of durability when compared w ith cement stabilized 
soils according to  the  standard tests, there is thus a need for more research into 
acceptable durability evaluation methods.
C h apter 9
SOME THERMAL 
PROPERTIES OF 
STABILIZED SOILS
9.1 In tro d u c tio n
Generally, therm al volume changes are no t significant relative to  moisture related 
volume changes. Using a value for the  coefficient of therm al expansion as quoted 
below, a  tem perature change of 10°C may cause a stra in  of 0.01% which is small 
compared to  observed shrinkage strains of the  order of 1% for a change in  moisture 
content o f 1 to  2%  (calculated for Soil C stabilized w ith  7.5% lime or cement). 
The therm al properties of stabilized soil are thus no t dealt w ith in detail. Some 
information on th e  therm al properties of stabilized soil is presented below.
9.2 Coefficient of th e rm a l expansion  (a)
I t  is difficult to  quantify th e  therm al expansions of soils in  laboratory te sts  since 
a  rise in  tem perature causes a loss o f moisture which can offset the  therm al ex­
pansion of the  material. Should a  quantitative measure of o  be required it  would 
probably prove more valuable to make determinations bo th  in a dry  s ta te  and 
sealed (preventing moisture loss) thus modelling exposed m aterial and m aterial 
in the body of the  dam.
The Highway research Board [49] reports an increase in  a  w ith an increase in 
cement content and w ith an increase in density for all soil types. The rate  of 
increase in  a  w ith  density is larger for clay soils.
The coefficients of therm al expansion range from 5.5.10~sm m /m in0C for low ce­
m ent contents (2.5% by weight) to  11.10-6 m m /m m 0G for higher cement contents 
(10%). The variation between sail types is small.
9.3 Coefficient of T h e rm al C ond u ctiv ity  (&)
The therm al conductivity is defined as the  rate  of heat flow through a  material 
under a  un it therma l gradient.
Prom da ta  presented by Mitchell [27] i t  seems th a t a t the  same density and 
moisture content, silt and clay soils have lower therm al conductivities than  sandy 
soils. Increasing the  density a t the  sam r moisture content, o r increasing the 
moisture content a t a  constant density bo th  result in  an increase m  the  therm al 
conductivity.
During th e  project, lim ited tests were conducted to  determine the  values of the 
coefficients of therm al conductivity (£} for Soils A , B and C  unstabiiized and 
stabilized w ith 5% cement and lime.
Figure 9.1 illustrates th e  components of the  apparatus used in  the  tents. Although 
no t sealed, the  specimens were ’capped’ a t either end (the caps were glued to  the 
specimen to  ensure uniform heat transfer to  the  specimen), and enclosed w ithin 
a  large polystyrene foam  block to  minimize la teral tem perature losses.
The bo ttom  steel cap (fc =40 k.cai/h-m.^C) acted as a  heat 'source’ while the 
perspex cap  (fc =0,18 k.cal/h.m .°C) acted as a  heat ‘sink’ giving the  therm al 
gradient across the  specimen as shown in Figure 9.2. This configuration was 
chosen to  allow a  measurable tem perature gradient to  exist across th e  stabilized 
soil specimen and the perspex cap.
The bottom  cap was heated using a  large steel block partially immersed in a 
constant tem perature bath , while the top cap was cooled by exposure to  the 
atmosphere. Included in Figure 9.2 are typical tem perature measurements, using 
thermocouples linked to  a datalogger, for some of the  specimens tested. The 
tem perature gradients across the specimen and the  perspex cap were then used 
to  calculate the  value of fc for the  soil specimen (a value of fe =0.18 k.cal/h.m .°C 
was assumed [66] for th e  perspex) using the  principle th a t the  rate  of heat flow
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across bo th  m aterials is th e  sam e. T he tem peratures were logged continuously 
until equilibrium  values were readied.
Table 9.1 presents the  values for coefficient of therm al conductivity obtained from 
the  tests. Also presented in the tabic are com parative values of k  for concrete 
and various aott-cement m ixtures as quoted by other references. A lthough the  test 
results 'Bay n o t be highly accurate because of the  simplicity of th e  equipment and 
the  assumed value of k  for the  perspex cylinder, they appear to  be  near th e  values 
obtained from  other sources for sim ilar materials aad  of adequate comparative
The clay soil (Soil C) h a d  a  lower value of k  th an  Soils A  and B, while th e  lime 
trea ted m aterials showed lower values of k  th an  th e ir  cement trea ted  equivalents.
For comparison, a  silty sand stabilized with 20% cement was also tested. This 
m aterial which was compacted to  a  higher density a t a  lower moisture content 
than  Soils A , B and C  exhibited th e  highest therm al conductivity.
The results also appear to  follow the  trends in therm al conductivity reported  in  g , 
the  sources consulted [41,66] i.e.:
•  The therm al conductivity increases w ith increasing density.
•  The thermal, conductivity increases w ith  increasing m oisture content since
Table 9.1: Therm al Conductivities o f Stabilized Soils
Stabilizer
Content
m
Coefficient of 
therm al conductivity (fe) 
(lc.cal/h.m.°C)
1.7
5% cement
5% lime
5% cement
5% lime
c 5% cement 6  2% lime 1.35
5% lime
Silty sand 20% cement
Concrete |4l1
Saad-cement [49]
Silt-cement [49]
Clay-cement [49]
the  therm al conductivity of the water fk  =0.5 k.cai/h.m .°C) is greater tbaa  
th e  therm al conductivity of the  air i t  replaces (£ s0 .0 2  fc.cai/h.m.°C).
Limestone aggregates yield concretes w ith lower therm al conductivities than 
concretes containing quartzite aggregates.
A n increase in the  cement content results in an increase in the  therm al 
conductivity.
C hapter 10
DESIGN OF STABILIZED 
SOIL EMBANKMENT  
DAMS
10.1 In tro d u c tio n
The preceding chapters present the  results o f the  laboratory investigations into 
the properties of stabilized soils relevant to  embankment dam  design. This chap­
te r  examines the validity of the  premise of the  thesis, i.e. w hether the  addition of 
the  stabilizer increases the strength of these materials to  the  extent th a t a  cost 
saving over conventional solutions can  b«s achieved.
Robertson [9] used the Rondebosch D am  as a  case study to  compare the  costs 
o f alternative structures. D ata were available for the  concrete buttress dam 
constructed c.„ the site, as well as for an alternative (proposed) earth  embankment 
dam. Although Robertson compared costs essentially on the  basis of m aterial and 
construction costs per un it volume of material, he was able to  show th a t a  soil- 
cement embankment dam  could have been considerably cheaper than  the  concrete 
buttress dam  actually constructed a t this site.
For the  strength and stability analyses and the cost comparisons presented in 
the  following sections, i t  was decided to assume the  section dimensions of the 
‘proposed’ Rondebosch earth  embankment.
The section dimensions are:
Crest width
Height o f spillway crest
Maximum reservoir depth a t design flood
Maximum height
Volume of proposed earthfili embankment 890 000
(for comparison)
The design of an embankment dam  requires thorough consideration of numerous 
aspects such as foundation strength and suitability. Such a design is beyond the 
scope of this project, and the analyses are thus greatly simplified, the  intention 
being more to  demonstrate the feasibility of the  use of the  materials in  term s of 
strength and cost.
A  {imitation on the use o f  stabilised soil embankment dams is th a t the  foundation 
m ust be sufficiently incompressible to  ensure th a t large transverse cracks do not 
develop as a result of differential settlement along the  longitudinal axis of the  dam. 
For the considerations which follow, it  is therefore assumed th a t the  foundations 
are sound and incompressible.
10.2 M a te r ia l P ro p e rtie s  fo r D esign
From the  results o f  the  laboratory investigation presented in  the  previous chap­
ters , i t  is clear th a t the  moat efficient stabilization i.e. highest strength per mass 
of added stabilizer, is achieved when cement is combined w ith lower plasticity 
soils having well distributed particle sizes.
For the strength and stability analyses it  was decided to  consider only Soil B 
stabilized w ith  cement and lime, since th is m aterial gave the  best results in term s 
of sftrsagtit. From the resuJts o f these analyses, the  requirements for other soil 
stabilizer combinations can be deduced.
The properties of Soil B a t various cement and lime contents abstracted from 
results presented previously are shown in Table 10.1.
The triaxial shear strength param eters c1 and tj>' a t  540 days were calculated 
from the  unconfined compressive strength da ta  a t this age using the  Mohr failure 
envulope (o^ =  0 and — UGS) assuming th a t ^  remains constant w ith age.
Table 10.1: Summary of Compaction and Strength Properties - Soil B
Compaction Chai 
Optimum Moisture 
Content 
(%)
racteristics 
Maximum 
D ry Density
f ts /m ’) (kP .)
D *y#
(degrees)
trength
54
c'
(kPa)
4!
No stabilizer 22.5
5% cement 3=0 330
6% lime 23.S 1BS0 320 300
7.5% cement US3 360 600
7.5% lime 24.0 1520 550
10% cement w . 485
10% lime 1510 550
10.3 A nalysis  o f S tre n g th  R equ irem en ts
Since th e  properties of stabilized soils lie between those of concrete aad  unstabi- 
lized soils, i t  is reasonable to  assume th a t the  ‘bulk’ behaviour of th e  stabilized 
soil in  the  body of an embankment dam will also be somewhere between the 
rigid behaviour of concrete and the  plastic behaviour of soils. In o ther words, 
a simplified design of a  stabilized soil embankment dam  can be carried out by 
satisfying the  strength requirements for the  extremes o f  the  possible behaviour 
o f the material.
10.3.1 Soil-cem ent
Strength requirements for gravity stability
The gravity section is analyzed by the ‘Gravity M ethod of Analysis’ [67] where 
the following assumptions are made:
•  The stabilized soil ia  the  dam  is homogeneous, isotropic, and uniform elastic 
m aterial.
•  A ll loads are carried by the  gravity action of vertical, parallel-side can­
tilevers which receive no support from  the  adjacent elements on either side.
•  Normal stresses on horizontal planes vary linearly from the upstream  face 
to the  downstream face.
•  Horizontal shear stresses have a  parabolic variation across horizontal plaaes 
from th e  upstream  face to  the  downstream face.
Figure 10.1 shows the  applied loading on the  section under consideration. Equal 
upstream  and downstream slopes are assumed throughout.
The factors of safety generally applied to  concrete gravity dams [67] are:
•  The factor of safety against overstressing (Sc) is normally specified as 3.0, 
2.0 and 1.0 respectively for usual, unusual and extreme loading combina-
•  The shear friction factor of safety Q is specified as 3.0, 2.0 and  1.0 respec­
tively for usual, unusual and extreme loading combinations.
Fgg= w eigh t o f  s ta b iliz e d  soil 
F u *  t o t a l  u p i l f t  P e rc e  
F y ,=  w eight o f  w a te r  on 
u p s tr e a m  s lo p e  
F*h = h o r iz o n ta l w a te r  f o r c e  on 
u p s tr e a m  s lo p e  
l u = u p s tr e a m  s lo p e  angle
I d = dow nstream  s lo p e  angle
h = 35,4 m f o r  norm al dam o p e ra tio n
h  = 3 9 ^  m f o r  design f lo o d  condition
Figure 10,1: Applied Loading on Gravity Section
Figures 10.2 aad  10.3 show the  results o f the  gravity analysis in  relation to  the 
recommended safety factors. The compressive stress safety factor reflects the 
critical streia a t the  toe  of the dam while the  analysis for the  shear friction safety 
factor was performed for the  base o f the dam.
The ‘critical gravity section’ is defined as the  section having zero vertical stress at 
the  heel. For the  section dimensions assumed, th e  lim iting critical section occurs 
for the  ‘design flood’ condition a t  a  slope angle of 65°.
T he results show th a t the  lim iting condition according to  th e  recommended safety 
factors is compressive stress (a t the  toe) under normal operating conditions, for 
which a cement content of 10% m ust be used in  order to  construct a  dam  of equal 
upstream  and downstream slope angles between 54° and 62°. Assuming th a t the 
foundation conditions perm itted, the  steepest slope would be used to  minimize 
the  cost of the  embankment E l.
As pointed ou t by Robertson aad  Blight [Sj, since stabilized soils behave plasti­
cally under high confining pressures, it  seems probable th a t plastic deformation 
will lead to  a redistribution of stresses in highly stressed zones. Consequently the 
application of the rigid body analysis to  stabilized soils may be conservative.
One would thus probably bo jus6ified in selecting the  critical section (65°) even 
though the  safety factor for the  critical section is slightly less than  3.0 (compres­
sive stress, norma! operating condition).
For the  critical gravity section under the critical loading condition (design flood), 
the shear friction safety factor is  5.6. However, in  the  consideration of the  shear 
strength on lift joints, the  full shear strength of the m aterial cannot be assumed 
to  have developed between the faces of the joint, i.e. the  safety factor m ust allow 
for the  reduction in shear strength across bonded faces.
The shear strength caa be  considered (section 5.3) as comprising two components, 
i.e. cohesive and frictional shear resistance. Considering the  lift joint to  be a 
horizontal failure surface, the least resistance to  shearing th a t can be expected is 
if  the cohesive strength is earr., Le. the  ‘residual' or 'frictional' strength is:
r  =  tr'tan fl
The shear friction safety factor on the lift jo in t can then  be considered ia  term s of 
the residual (frictional) strength plus the proportion of cohesive strength assumed 
-o have developed between the joint surfaces. Figure 10.4 shows the  shear friction 
safety factor in  term s of the residual strength on the  jo in t (c1 =  0) and the 
proportion of cohesive strength developed. From this graph only 28% of the
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Figure 10.2: Compressive Stress Safety Factor vs. Slope Angle - Soil B-cement 
(28 days)
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Figure 10.3: Shear Friction Safety Factor vs. Slope Angle - Soil B-cement (28
cohesive strength need be  developed to  satisfy the  safety factor of 3.0 on a  lift 
jo in t a t th e  base of the  dam.
Robertson (9| points ou t th a t the  safety factor of 3.0 is seemingly only applicable 
to  coBventiona) concrete gravity dams, since concrete has a  high ratio  of peak 
to residual strength. He proposes th a t design for shear friction for soil-cement 
should be based on the  residual strength w ith i  factor of safety of 1.2 applied for 
m aterial variability, while the  shear friction safely factor as previously determined 
should be a minimum of 2.0 for normal and unusual loading conditions.
Figure 10.4 shows th a t the residual strength is sufficient to  satisfy these conditions 
far th e  normal operating condition, while development o f 13% of th e  available 
cohesive strength would be required to  satisfy the  ultim ate strength requirement.
C onstruction control measures such as brooming jo in t surfaces, treating th e  sur­
face w ith a  neat cement slurry, and reducing delays between construction of 
consecutive layers should improve the  interiayer bond considerably should this 
be deemed necessary.
Figure 10.5 shows the  compressive strength safety factor (S*,) for the  same mar 
terials a t an age of 540 days. A t this age, a  cement content of 7.5% would he 
sufficient to  satisfy the  recommended safety factors.
The loading conditions considered occur only  a fte r  first filling and i t  will probaUly 
be justifiable to  design on the basis of the  cured strength a t this age. Although 
the 540 day curing period of th e  tested specimens will probably be longer than  
the period required to  construct the dam , these specimens had been subjected 
to  percolation and soaking for 512 days. Thus the  safety factors can be assumed 
to  represent those for unleached material after a  shorter curing period, althoc »h 
this may be  conservative when the  severity of the  leaching tests is considered.
Thus the  minimum cement content for the critical section can be set a t 7.5%.
Slope stability analysis
E arth  embankment dam design requires th a t the upstream  and downstream 
slopes be stable under various operating conditions. The critical times [28] far 
the upstream  slope are end-of-construction and during rapid drawdown whereas 
the  critical tim es for the  downstream slope are end-of-construction and steady 
seepage under normal (reservoir full) operating condition.
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Figure 10.4: Shear Friction Safety Factor i s  Terms of Residual S treng th  Plus
Developed Cohesive S trength - Soil 3  - 10% Cement (28 days)
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Figure 10.5: Compressive strength Safety Factor va. Slope Angle - Soil B-cement 
(540 days)
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Since it  is likely th a t construction pore pressures will dissipate fairly rapidly since 
the  pore water will be used up to  hydrate the  cement, the  critical tim es considered 
ia  the  following analyses are rapid drawdown (upstream  slope) and reservoir full 
(downstream slope).
Slope stability analyses were carried ou t using a  computer programme STABL, 
developed to handle general slope stability problems. The programme searches 
for the critical failure surface, using a random  technique for generating circular 
failure surfaces. The author selected the ModiSed Bishop m ethod for the  analysis 
(method of analysis is optional).
Figure 10.6 shows the  variation of the  slope stability factor of safety for the 
upstream  and downstream slopes. These results indicate th a t bo th  upstream  
and downstream slopes are stable a t the  selected minimum cement content of 
7.5% using the  material strengths a t 28 days.
10.8.2 Soil-lim e
Figure 10,T shows the  variation of compressive stress safety factor w ith slope angle 
and lime content a t ages of 28 days and 540 days for Soil B , while Figure 10.8 
shows the  variation of the  shear friction safety factor w ith  the  same parameters.
Throughout the  thesis it  has been emphasized th a t soil-lime should no t be 
judged according to  28 day strengths, unless short te rm  strength is required. 
These graphs show th a t although the  soil-lime may have been rejected a t 28 
days, sufficient strength gains have occurred a t 540 days such th a t it  m ight be 
possible to  construct the  dam  using soil-lime w ith a  lime content of 7.5%.
It will however be necessary to  measure the  strength gain w ith time so th a t the 
required strength is available a t first dam  filling.
For a 7.5% lime content, the safety factors (based on the  shear strength param ­
eters a t 28 days) for the  upstream  and downstream slopes of the  critical section 
are 1.8 and 2.1 respectively. A t 10% lime (28 days) the  safety factor for the up­
stream  slope is 1.2. These safety factors can be expected to  increase significantly 
w ith time.
Since the  slope stability safety factors were obtained considering operating condi­
tions and using 28 day strengths, i t  is unlikely th a t slope stability will be critical 
during construction. Pore pressures are also likely to  dissipate rapidly since the 
pore w ater will be required tr> kydrate the  lime.
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Figure 10.6: Slope Stability Factor of Safety vs. Slope Angle - Soil B-cement (28
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However since soil-lime has low cohesive strength a t the  time of compaction, it  
is probable th a t w ith the  steep slopes proposed, problems will be  experienced 
because of concentrated surcharge loads applied by compaction equipment. Fur­
therm ore it  is likely th a t difficulty will be experienced in achieving the  required 
degree of compaction a t the edges of th e  layers where there is no confining sup-
Thus i t  is likely th a t some form  of confining support will have to  be provided to 
prevent local slip failures and to  provide a  "buttress’ against which the  soil-lime 
can be  compacted.
75% SoU-cement or Sott-Uwr 'Hearting'
Figure 10.9: Composite Stabilized Soil Dam
These ptobiems can probably be overcome by using a  layer o f b e tter  quality soil- 
cement a t a  fairly high cement content (say 10%) to  form  the  outer ‘shell’ of 
the dam  (sees Figure 10.9). For the  soil-lime dam , this shell would probably be 
r«quiied in either event for slope protection.
Due consideration will then have to  b e  given to  problems which may arise from 
differential settlem ent between the facing and th e  hearting. However from  the
successes achieved w ith  the  fating of earth  embankment dam s w ith  soil-cement, 
i t  does no t seem th a t this will present a problem.
Since i t  wiE not be possible to  prevent carbonation of excess lime near the surface 
of a  compacted soiWime layer in the period between the  construction of successive 
layers, i t  will be necessary to  institute  control measures such as those listed below, 
to  minimize carbonation or possible failures because of the  presence of carbonated 
m aterial.
•  Delays between the  construction of successive layers m ust be minimized to  
m inimise exposure to  atmospheric carbon dioxide.
a Areas where lengthy delays may have allowed carbonation to  occur m ust 
b e  tested for carbonation. The ‘rapid field te s t for carbonation of lime 
or cement trea ted  m aterials' suggested by N etterberg [68] i.e. th e  treated 
m ateria l is sprayed w ith pH indicators to  test for the  presence of unreacted 
lime and the  reaction w ith  dilute hydrochloric acid solution is observed 
(effervescence indicates carbonation), will probably suffice as an indicator 
o f carbonation. Carbonated material m ust be removed upon identification.
•  T he surface of each layer must be swept clean of all loose and possibly 
carbonated material prior to  the compaction of fresh soil-lime to  ensure 
m aximum bonding between successive layers.
1 0 .3 .3  S o i ls  A  a n d  C
By comparing the long term  unconfined compressive strengths of Soils A  and C 
(Soil D having been rejected) w ith the  strength of Soil B for the chosen section 
(Figures 5.2 to  5.4), the  following can be deduced:
•  Soil A  could only be used for a  struc ture  of the  assumed dimensions when 
stabilized w ith 10% cement.
•  Soil C, which would probably have been rejected early in the  design on the 
basis of the  indicator tests (P I =  52%) and the particle grading distribution, 
showed long term  strengths comparable to  Soil B stabilized w ith 7.5% lime 
or cement. The lime option would be chosen since the  cement stabilization 
requires the addition of 2% lime to  facilitate mixing, i.e. two or more stages 
of mixing.
Thus it  is conceivable th a t an embankment dam  could be constructed from ma­
terial which probably would b e  classified as spoil. T he normally encountered 
problems of placing such a plastic material during wet w eather will be overcome 
by rednciig  the  plasticity using lime.
A  two stage process, Le. preconditioning excavated m ateria l w ith  2%  lime fol­
lowed by stabilization w ith the  remainder of the  lime required as the  m aterial is 
placed, will probably prove th e  m ost practical m ethod of ensuring high rates of 
placement.
10.4 C o st C om parison
In  the  abser.ce j f  a  factual design where various alternatives are thoroughly in­
vestigated, a  simplified cost comparison m ust be viewed as approxim ate. The 
only costs which can be  compared fairly accurately w e th e  ‘in place’ costs of the 
materials used for the  different structures. Even these may no t be entirely real­
istic, since for example, quoted costs for bulk earthworks vary considerably while 
the  price of stabilizers on site in  South Africa vary depending on the  proximity 
cf the  site in relation to  the  cement or lime plant.
T he m ateria l un it cost will also vary  according to  the  haulage distance. In arriving 
a t a  cost estim ate, it  is assumed th a t the  soil for the  stabilized soil embankment 
is closer to  the  dam  site than  soil for an unstabilized earth  embankment (one 
would a ttem p t to  make use of spoil from foundation or spillway excavations) 
and th a t the  earth  embankment dam  is likely to  be ‘zoned’, i.e. more than  one 
borrow m aterial is required. T he cost for ‘borrow to  fill’ is thus assumed to  be 
the  same for bo th  materials, currently approximately R  7-00/m3, i.e. the  cost of 
additional processing required for the stabilized soil is offset by th e  haulage cost 
and processing costs of the various m aterials for the zoned earth  embankment.
T he cost of th e  lime and cement per ton  is fairly similar. The reta il m aterial cost 
‘ex p lan t’ is approximately R 107/ton, b u t this cost is dram atically increased by 
the  additional cost o f transporting the  stabilizer to  the  site. A n average cost of 
R  215/ton (cement and lime delivered to  site) is assumed.
The proposed earth  embankment dam required approximately 890 000 m3 com­
pacted earthfiE [9|. The cost o f compacted earthfiU for th is dam  is thus R  6.2 
million.
A n homogeneous stabilized soil dam  w ith 55° upstream  and downstream slopes
would require 201 000 m3 compacted earthfill. This volume is based  on an equiv­
alent length of the  dam wall of 220 m  w ith  the section dimensions given earlier. 
Based on an average stabilizer content of 7.5% by dry mass, th e  cost of the  sta­
bilizer is R  4.74 million, while the  earthworks cost is R  1.4 million, i.e. a  to ta l 
cost o f R 6.14 million.
These estimates do n o t take into account the  cost of the  slope protection. If a 
soii-cement facing using 10% cement is used in either case (upstream  facing for 
earth  embankment b u t bo th  faces for stabilized soil dam ), then  the  cost of the 
earth  embankment increases to  R  7.1 million, while th e  cost of th e  stabilized soil 
dam  increases to  R  6.5 million. Since soil-cement facings have no t ye t been widely 
used in South Africa, it  is likely th a t preference would be given to  rip-rap slope 
protection of the  earth  dam  a t an increased cost.
One could expect considerable cost savings to  emanate from th e  reduction in 
construction tim e. The volume of placed stabilized material is approximately 
25% of the  earthfill volume. If  th e  ra te  of placement o f stabilized soil relative to 
unstabilized soil is halved because of th e  additional stabilization procedures, the 
construction period would also be halved. The rates of placement wiB probably 
be similar sin''.! th e  earth  dam  requires the  placement of filters and  zones.
Reducing the  construction tim e reduces the  costs in a  number o f  arena including 
escalation, maintenance of site, wear and te a r of equipment etc. Contractors will 
probably be able to  offer lower rate s because of th e  overall cost of th e  project 
relative to  the construction period.
The costs of cement and lime in the  large quantities required a re  likely to  be less 
than  those quoted above which were obtained from current prices for relatively 
small quantities for roadworks projects.
The extent of foundation preparation can be expected to  be grea ter for the  earth­
fill dam, b u t the  foundation depth of th e  the stabilized soil dam  would probably 
b e  greater. The zoned earth  embankment dam  requires filters w hile it is unlikely 
th a t  the  stabilized soil dam  will require filters.
Further cost savings will resu lt from the  use of an integral soil-cenrae  overflow 
spillway ra ther than  a  chute spillway commonly used for earth em bankm ent darns. 
The chute spillway normally requires additional excavation a long an abutment.
T hus under the  appropriate circumstances, the  stabilized soil d a m  could provide 
significant cost savings relative to  a  conventional earth  embankment dam.
The present cost of the concrete buttress dam actually constructed, excluding
excavation, pipework and gates, is estim ated a t nearly R  20 million, a  large 
contribution (approximately 21%) of this cost coming from escalation over the  3 
year construction period [9j.
T he large difference in  the  costs of the earth  embankment and the  concrete dam 
suggests th a t the  earth  embankment costs would be significantly increased by 
o ther factors, o r in  fact th a t the  m aterials were no t considered suitable. Appar­
ently only preliminary investigations were carried ou t for the  e a r / :  embankment 
proposal which itself was no t a comprehensive design (69].
However, there is no reason to  suggest th a t a  stabilized soil or rollcrete dam  could 
n o t have been constructed in place of the  concrete buttress dam , in  which case 
the  above cost estim ates indicate th a t a  significant cost saving could have been 
achieved, even if  th e  stabilized soil costs are underestimated.
10.5 A lte rn a tiv e  D am  C onfigurations
The preceding discussion considered only equal upstream  and  downstream slopes 
whereas other configurations may provide more economical solutions.
Large soil-cement dams could probably be const ucted w ith a  vertical upstream  
face, thereby reducing the  volume of hearting m aterial. This configuration is 
popular in  the  construction of RCC dams (Figure 10.10).
There are various options for the  construction of the upstream  face, including 
conventional concrete cast in  place using vertical shutters, precast concrete pan­
els, compaction of RCC against shu tters and slipformed curbing. I t is mlikely 
th a t one would a ttem p t to  use the sod-cement as the  vertical facing, unless the 
resulting m aterial had properties near those of conventional concrete o r be tter 
quality RCC.
It is im portant th a t the  facing and the  hearting act as an integral struc ture , i.e. 
there must be adequate bonding between the  facing and the  hearting so th a t they 
do no t separate under th e  applied loads or through differential settlem ents. If the 
materials deform independently under th e  horizontal w ater load, th e  less flexible 
facing will be  subjected to  bending. For materials where the streng th  of the 
bonding is doubtful, or where differential settlements m ay become problematic, 
the  integral action can b e  achieved using precast concrete panels anchored into 
the  hearting m a teria l
For soil-lime dams, a similar configuration could be achieved using reinforced
Figure 10.10: Soil-cement o r Roller Compacted Concrete D am  w ith Vertical Up­
stream  Face
fill. A  vertical face could be formed by interlocking precast concrete panels tied 
back into the  soil-time w ith reinforcing straps. Smaller vertical faces or fairly 
steep slopes could also be  constructed u ting  fabric reinforced fill. Reinforced fill 
technology relies on the development o f friction between the  compacted soil and 
reinforcement, rather than  the  development o f a  cohesive bond. T hus the  fact 
th a t soil-lime does no t develop cohesive strength rapidly, becomes unim portant.
Since the  frictional resistance of the  soils tested increases significantly on the 
addition of small quantities o f lime, th e  stabilizer content can be reduced to  the 
content required to  modify the  soil adequately to  expedite construction and to 
achieve the  required frictional resistance. The use of lime might however provide 
an additional benefit hi raising the  pH  of the fill, thereby reducing corrosion 
of steel reinforcing straps, although these are generally galvanized to  prevent 
corrosion.
Reinforced fill structures are fairly flexible since elements are n o t fixed to  one 
another. T hus the  larger deformations expected r t  the  soil-lime can be accom­
m odated w ithout the  integrity of the  struc ture  being affected.
For a  high vertical face structure, i t  u  unlikely th a t any seal between interlocking 
panels would be required, since the soil-lime appears to  be sufficiently imperme­
able to  b e  used w ithout any w ater barrier. I t is w orth noting th a t this type  of 
structure has been used to  form the vertical downstream face of a  flip bucket 
spillway (Taylor D am , U.S.A. (70]).
10.6 O th e r  D esign C onsiderations
Other design considerations such as permeability and durability have been dis­
cussed to  some extent in  the  earlier chapters.
Although thorough consideration of such aspects will be  crucial in gaining wider 
acceptance of stabilized soils in embankment dams, i t  is felt th a t further analysis 
requires th e  laboratory te st results to  be supported hy results from the monitoring 
of small scale tria l embankments.
Since laboratory testing apparatus limits the  size of th e  tested specimens, unan­
swered questions remain as to certain practicalities e.g. since it  will n o t be pos­
sible to  pulverize clay lumps to  the degree achieved by crushing in a  email labo­
ratory jaw  crusher, will the  properties o f stabilized soils prepared using normal 
toad  stabilization equipment be satisfactory? The need for specialized equipment 
would increase costs, possibly making the  use of such materials inappropriate.
Although it is felt a t this stage th a t the  use of stabilized soil embankment dams 
will be restricted to  sites w ith relatively incompressible foundations, it  may prove 
feasible to  construct a  soil-lime dam  on fairly compressible foundation m ateriel 
such as th a t occurring in an alluvial valley. The soil-lime behaves more plasti­
cally and gains strength a t a  much slower rate  than  soil-cement and hence will 
accommodate settlem ents w ith less distress.
Both soil-cement and soil-lime show evidence th a t they are capable of self-healing, 
while they are sufficiently erosion resistant to  eliminate the  risk of piping failures. 
These behaviour characteristics suggest th a t it  may be possible to  assers the 
effects of transverse cracks in the  design for stabilized soil dams on compressible 
foundations. These effects and the investigation of remedial measures such as the 
grouting of cracky either before filling the dam  or during normal operation, can 
only be assessed on a  larger scale structure.
The fact th a t soil-lime used to  line channels subjected to fairly high flows and 
numerous wet-dry cycles has no t shown any amount of distress [12], suggests th a t
the  currently used durability te s t methods might be too harsh. Evaluation of the  
laboratory te st methods would require simultaneous evaluation of th e  durability 
of the  m aterial under larger scale, realistic onditions.
I t  appears th a t neither th e  rigid body analysis nor the slope stability  analysis is 
ideally suited to  the  analysis of the bulk behaviour of stabilized soil. A lthough a 
select, high cement content soil-cement content may have concrete-like properties, 
stabilized soils have lower elastic moduli than  concrete indicating th a t the  rigid 
body analysis is conservative.
The monitoring of tria l stabilized soil embankments would provide data  for the 
development of analytical models (probably of the  finite element type) to  pre­
d ict the bulk behaviour of a variety of materials under the appropriate loading 
conditions.
Numerous ideas m  to  dam  configuration can be generated to  su it the  variety 
o f products obtained through stabilization, such as the  proposed soil-lime rein­
forced fill dam. Although theoretically feasible, the  appropriateness of such ideas 
can only b e  evaluated through the  attem pted  design and construction o f  such 
structures.
10.7 A p p ro x im ate  D esign  P a ra m e te rs  fo r  th e  P r e ­
lim in a ry  A p p ra isa l o f S tab ilized  Soil D am s
During the  early stages o f a design, it  is desirable in considering the  different 
alternative dam  types and construction materials available, to  eliminate those 
alU rnatives which are no t suitable for reasons such as prohibitive cost, insufficient 
quantities o f construction materials or inadequate engineering properties.
The intention r f  th is section is to  provide the  designer w ith approxim ate design 
param eters in order to  be  able to carry ou t a  preliminary appraisal of stabilized 
soil alternatives after only minimal testing of the  locally available soils.
10.7.1 Subdivision  o f Soil Groups
For soil-cement, the  soils are approximately divided (in line w ith the  AASHTO 
classification system) into:
G ranular soils - less than  36% by weight finer than  0.076 m m  (silt sized). 
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Fine-grained soils - more than  35% by weight finer than  0.075 mm.
For soil-lime, the  soil is assumed to  be fine-grained, w ith  a  clay content (finer 
than  0.0025 mm) of more than  5% and a P I  of 10 or more.
In  the  case of soil-lime, it  will be necessary to  determine as early as possible 
w hether a soil is iime reactive. However this need only be done if the  preliminary 
assessment shows th a t soil-lime migh* ,ield  a  promising solution.
10.7.2 D esign Param eters
Approximate design parameters required to  perform  gravity an d /o r stability anal­
yses are presented below. The values of the param eters have been extracted from 
references [9], [25], [56] and from  the  results of th is  thesis.
Comments on param eter trends are included to  aid in  th e  selection of appropriate 
design parameters.
Compaction Characteristics
Table 10.2 lists approximate param eters for the  compaction characteristics of 
stabilized soil using Standard P roctor compact!ve effort.
If the  particle grading distribution and the  plastic lim it are known, th e  com­
paction characteristics can be estim ated [71] using the  following equations:
/nOM C =  0.784/nPL +  1.378fn(FA +  100) - 6.586
0.0625/nMDD =  7.247 - 0.567in(PL +  20) - 0.11/n(FA)
where In is na tura l logarithm, OMC th e  optim um moisture content (%), MDD 
the  maximum dry  density (kg/m 8), PL  the p lastic  lim it, and FA the  fineness 
average and:
FA =  |(S u m  of % finer by weight than  m m  particle sizes 2.0, 0.42, 0.074, 0.02, 
0.005, 0.001)
On applying these equations to  the  soils used in this project and the soil used by 
Robertson [9] it  was found th a t the  equations predicted th e  optim um moisture
Table 10.2: Compaction Characteristics o f Stabilized Soils - S tandard  P roctor 
Compactive Effort
Maximum 
D ry Density 
( tons/m 3)
Corresponding 
M oisture Content
o s
S o il-cem en t
Granular
Fine-grained
1.6 to  2.2 n w ,
S o il-lim e U k W
content to  within 1% and the  maximum dry density to  w ithin 30 k g /m 3. The pre­
dicted moisture contents were consistently less than  the  actual moisture contents 
while th e  predicted dry densities were greater than  th e  actual dry densities.
Since th e  preliminary analysis is approximate, it  is no t necessary a t th is  stage to 
allow for the  influence of the  stabilising agent on the  compaction characteristics.
Strength Parameters
A pproximate UCS and shear strength parameters are listed in Table 10.3 while 
.'■t.ress-strain param eters are listed in  Table 10.4.
As might be expected, the  soils which give higher strengths when stabilized with 
cement are those w ith a  larger proportion of coarse material and w ith  good 
compaction characteristics. Because of the  higher density and lower proportion 
of fines, such materials require less cement to  bond particles a t points of contact, 
and will thus achieve higher strengths than  poorly graded less dense materials a t 
the  same cement content.
The strengths of soil-lime mixtures are no t as predictable as soil-cement mixtures,
Table 10.3: Strength Parameters
Soil-Cement 
G ranular j Fine-grained
Soil-Lime
28 day UCS 
(kPa)
SCO to  1000C | 200 to  600C 
C =  cement content (%)
50 to  150L 
L =  lime content
UCS a t age 
d  (days)
UCS =r U C S # + k
S h e a r  S t re n g th
0.22UCS 0.23UCS 0.2TUCS
30 to  40° a w *
since th e  development of cohesive strength is primarily dependent on  th e  lime 
reactivity of the  clay, and not a ll clays are lime reactive.
The Bades and G rim  ‘Quick Tkat' can be used to  determine th e  minimum lime 
content required to  satisfy ion-exchange and flocculation reactions. Based on th is 
result, UCS tests a t lime contents above the  lime fixation capacity can be used 
to  determine whether the  soil is Erne reactive, i.e. whether lim e-day pozzolanic 
reactions are capable of occurring.
The T ransportation Research Board (25] proposes the  use of accelerated cures 
(curing a t an elevated tem perature (48.9°C) for 48 hours) to  establish w hether 
the soil is lime reactive. However, the  criteria adopted for acceptable strengths 
are based on th e  strength requirements for base and sub-base pavement layers. 
The strength requirements (e.g. UCS greater than  O.TMPa a t 28 days for a  base 
layer) are significantly less than  the  strengths (UCS from 2 to  3MPa) required 
for soil-lime to  b e  used economically as a  construction m aterial in dams.
The use of UCS tests after accelerated curing a t elevated tem peratures therefore 
seeds to  be investigated further to  correlate the  te st w ith  th e  streng ths of soiWime 
mixtures cured under field conditions for long periods i.e. 1 to  2  years.
Table 10.4: Stress-Strain Param eters
Granular
Cement
Fine-grained
Soil-Lime
Compressive 
M odulus (GPa)
1 * 7 0.1 to  0.5
Failure 
Stra in (%)
For bo th  soil-cement and soil-lime, the compressive m odulus increases w ith both 
stabilizer content and confining stress. For soil-cement, th e  failure stra in  is ap­
proximately constant a t all cement contents and a t all levels of confining stress.
For soil-lime, th e  failure stra in  increases w ith lime co n tes t and is  inversely pro­
portions: to  th e  confining stress.
Other Design Parameters j
O ther design param eters such as permeability, durability and shrinkage are more 
specific to  the  la ter phases of a  design. For the detailed design, th e  designer will 
obtain accurate design parameters from in-depth labora tory investigations into 
a ll the  pertinen t m aterial properties.
A t this stage, should the m aterial not m eet one or mote o f  th e  design require­
ments, the  designer is able to  zone the dam  e.g. to  satisfy the  applicable criteria 
for seepage o r  durability, while controls can be specified to  lim it shrinkage to 
acceptable levels during construction.
The designer should however allow for increased costs, should it  be  suspected 
during the  prelim inary appraisal th a t such zoning m ight b e  required.
j -
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CONCLUSIONS
T he objective of th is research project was to  investigate the  engineering proper­
ties o f marginal soils stabilized w ith cement or lime to  determine th e  feasibility 
o f using these materials for embankment dam  construction. The m ajor benefit 
would b e  th a t cost savings could be achieved through shortening construction 
time and through using readily available soils close to  the  site of th e  dam  wall.
From th e  results of the  tests conducted, i t  can b e  concluded th a t bo th  lime 
and cement stabilization enhance th e  engineering properties o f marginal soils to 
the  extent th a t the  resulting materials can indubitably be used as construction 
m aterials for large embankment dams.
The addition of the  stabilizing agent results in  a  significant increase in  th e  shear 
strength of the  original soil. The addition of cement or lime results in  increases 
in bo th  the  cohesive strength and in the  angle of shearing resistance. For soil- 
'" •■-C. ,ucreases in  the  cohesive strength are slow and depend on th e  type  of day  
present.
A lthough it  is generally recommended th a t cement stabilization is preferable for 
soils w ith  a  plasticity index of less than  10%, it  was found th a t soils w ith higher 
plasticity indices could be successfully stabilized w ith  cement. T he addition of 
10% cement by dry mass to  a soil w ith a plasticity index of 18% yielded a  ma­
terial w ith  a long term  strength of 4 M Pa. This strength was obtained after the 
specimens had been subjected to  percolation and soaking for a period of 512 days 
after an initial 28 day curing period.
I t  is also possible to  stabilize highly plastic soils w ith cement, although the si­
m ultaneous addition of 2% lime by dry muss is required to  facilitate mixing.
The addition of lime to  a  clay soil results in  an almost immediate reduction in  the 
plasticity of the  soil, while the  lime/clay poszolanic reactions resu lt in  long term  
increases in  cohesive strength. Lime can  thus be used to  expedite construction 
by reducing the  plasticity o f clay soils (modification), to  increase the  strength 
o f clay soils (stabilization), or to  modify clay soils prior to  cement stabilization 
(preconditioning).
Unconfined compressive strength tests showed th a t the  strength of soil-lime in­
creased significantly during an extended period of leaching and soaking (512 
days), indicating th a t the  lime/clay reaction products are definitely permanent. 
I t  seems possible th a t the  calcium sa turated  percolating w ater contributes to 
gains in  strength by stabilizing th e  interior of clay lam ps which would otherwise 
be weaker than  the cemeatitions products formed on the  outrides o f the  lumps.
Both lime and cem&it reduce the  shrinkage o f  soils significantly. The addition 
o f 7.5% cement reduced the  maximum shrinkage stra in  of a  highly plastic soil 
from  5% to  2.8%, while the addition of 7.8% lime to  the  same soil reduced the 
shrinkage stra in  to 2.4%.
The addition of a stabilizer also reduces th e  ra te  a t which the  soil shrinks. I t  is 
possible to  control th e  shrinkage to  a  certain  extent by replacing lost moisture. 
Such control can  be utilized to  ensure th a t no large cracks across the  w id th  of 
the  dam  (which could la ter become leakage paths) are developed.
Although th e  addition of either lime or cement may resu lt in an increase in  the 
permeability relative to  the  unstabilized soil, the  permeabilities o f the  stabilized 
soils s till fall w ithin the  range of permeabilities acceptable in impervious cores. 
Thus an homogeneous stabilized toil dam  can be constructed w ithout incorpo­
rating seepage control elements.
Gravity and slope stability analyses show th a t the strengths resulting from  the 
addition of 7.5% by dry mass of either lime or cement to  the  best of the  marginal 
soils tested were adequate to  construct an homogeneous stabilized soil embank­
ment dam  41 meters in height w ith equal upstream  and downstream slopes of 
65°. Since similar long term  strengths could be obtained from  a  highly plastic 
clay (P I =  52.1%) stabilized w ith between 7.5 and 10% lime, i t  is conceivable 
th a t a similar structure could be constructed by stabilizing soils which would 
previously have been rejected as spoil.
A t a stabilizer content of 7.5% by dry  mass, the  to ta l in  place m aterial cost 
is similar to  th a t required for an earth  embankment dam  of the  same height, 
although it  is envisaged th a t significant cost savings will emanate from the  use 
of an in tegral spillway and from the reduction in construction tim e. The cost
of iho m ateria l in  th e  stabilized soil dam  is significantly less than  the  estimated 
m aterial cost for a concrete buttress dam.
A t this stage, the  laboratory • udies show th a t stabilized soil is theoretically a 
feasible alternative construction material. However, there is a  need to  investigate 
th e  behaviour of the  m ateria l under field conditions. Small scale tria l embank­
ments w ouli allow th e  various ideas as to  possible dam  configurations to  be 
tested, as well as highlight the  practical difficulties which might b e  encountered 
when constructing a  stabilized soil dam. Monitoring of th e  behaviour of the  tria l 
structures would provide valuable information which cannot be gleaned from  the 
laboratory tests.
This will become possible only if dam  designers view such materials as ‘alterna­
tives' rather than  ‘competitors’. If  seen as a  com petitor, stabilized soil can be 
easily criticized ou t of context, and hence disregarded. However the  dam  designer 
is obliged to  consider as many options available to  him  as possible, no t only to  
find the  solution which best satisfies safety and economic criteria, b u t also to  
utilise m odem  technology and na tu ra l resources in an aesthetically pleasing and 
environmentally protective manner.
In  the light of the  findings of this research project, stabilized soil appears to  be 
a  promising alternative dam building material. The variety of materials which 
can be utilized to  yield a  diverse range of products, considerably augments the 
number of design options open to  the  dam  designer.
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A p p en d ix  A
CLAY MINERALS
A .I  T he S tru c tu re  o f C lay M inera ls
The clay minerals commonly found in soils are alumino-silicates. The structures 
of the  common layer silicates can be considered in term s of two simple structural 
units1. The silica tetrahedral u n it (Figure A.I) has a  silicon ion (Si4*) tetrahe- 
drally coordinated w ith four oxygen ions (O5 -). The octahedral u n it (Figure A.2) 
has an aluminium cation (Als+) (or magnesium (Mg14-) octahedrally coordinated 
w ith six  hydroxyls ((OH)- ).
Figure A l :  Schematic Diagram of a Single Silica Tetrahedron
The different d a y  mineral groups are characterized by the stacking arrangements 
o f sheets o f these units, and the  m anner in which two successive two- o r three- 
sheet layers are held together.
•The information in this section was extracted from references (28j,(27j and [57)
Figure A.2: Schematic D iagram of a  Single Octahedral Unit
The ailica tetrahedra  form sheets where each of the  three oxygens a t the  base of 
the  te trahedron are shared by two silicons of adjacent units, forming a  hexagonal 
ne t (Figure A.3). The structure can repeat indefinitely and has the  composition 
(SUOm)* -.
Figure A.3: Schematic Diagram of a  Sheet o f Silica Tetrahedra
Figure A .4 shows the sheet structure of aluminium or magnesium octahedral 
units. W hen the  octahedrally coordinated cation is trivalent e.g. Al8* , only two, 
thirds of the  available spaces are normally filled (called a  dioctahedral struc ture). 
I f  the  octahedrally coordinated cation is divalent e.g. Mg1* , all possible cation 
sites are normally filled (trioctahedral structure).
In  the case of aluminium, the  composition is Al;(OH)g (the m ineral gibbsite), 
while w ith  magnesium the composition is Mgs(OH)@ (brucite). In clay mineral 
structures, aluminium and magnesium octahedral sheets are often referred to  as 
gibbsite and brucite sheets respectively. The schematic representations for the
Figure A-4: Schematic Diagram of a Sheet of Octahedral Units 
different structural units a re  shown in  Figure A.5.
Figure A.5: Schematic Representation of Structural Units
In na turally  occurring clay minerals, some of the tetrahedral and octahedral 
spaces are  occupied by cations other than  those in the "ideal" structure, This 
isomnrphous (same form) substitution occurs during initial form ation of the min-
If  a  cetion is replaced by another cation w ith a lower valence, e.g. Al3"*" replaces 
Si4"1" in  the  tetrahedral un it, then  a  net unit charge deficiency results for each 
substitution, tsomorphous substitution occurs in  all day  minerals, giving clay
particles a  s e t  negative charge.
In  nature , soil particles a ttrac t ions to  neutralize the ir ne t charge. These ions 
are usually weakly held on the particle surface and can be readily replaced by 
other ions, hence they  are called exchangeable tons. The quantity o f exchange­
able cations required to  balance the  charge deficiency of a  clay is called the 
“cation exchange capacity” (cec) usually expressed as milliequivalents per 100 
grams (me/ZOOg) of dry day.
A .1.1 K aolin ite
The basic kao^nite layer consist of a  gibbsite sheet on top  of a silica sheet with 
a shared  layer of oxygen atoms between them  (a  1:1 m ineral). T he kaolinite 
particle consists of stacked layers (Figure A.6) and has a  struc tura l formula 
(OH)aSL<AltOio.
7%%. KogMle byers
Figure A.6: Schematic Representation of Typical Kaolinite Structure
In  kaolinites, bonding between successive layers is bo th  by van der Waals forces 
and hydrogen bonds. This bonding is  o f sufficient strength th a t layem will not 
separate in the presence of water.
Kaolinites undergo little  isomorphous substitution if any, b u t cation exchange 
capacities of 3 to  15 me/lOOg have been measured. Since interlayer hydration is 
prevented by strong interlayer bonding, balancing cations are adsorbed onto the 
exterior surfaces of the  day  particles.
A . 1 .3  S m e c t i t e
Figure A.7 shows the  typical 2:1 smectite structure, w ith each layer consisting of a 
gibbsite sheet sandwiched between two silica sheets (Figure A.7). The structura l 
formula for smectite is (OH^SigtAls.s* Mg_g@ )Ojo-nHjO.
i
Na.ee
Figure A.7: Schematic Representation of Typical Smectite S tructure
The te rm  i  indicates th a t the  substitution of Mgs+ for Als+ in  the  oc- 
Na.ee
tahedral sheet is  the  source of charge deficiency, and th a t the  sodium (Na2+) 
is adsorbed to  satisfy the  charge deficiency. In this example, the  clay would be 
called sodium  smectite. Measured ion exchange capacities range from  80 to  150 
me/lOOg).
The interlayer bonding in smectite is by van der Waals forces and by exchangeable 
cations th a t may be present to  balance charge deficiencies in the  structure. These 
bonds are  weak and can easily be separated by cleavage or adsorption of water, 
and balancing cations take up positions between the  un it cell layers as well as on 
the surfaces of the  particles.
Figure A.8 compares the  sizes, specific surface (surface area pe r unit mass) and
cation exchange capacities (the quantity  of exchangeable cations required to  bal­
ance th e  charge deficiency) of typical smectite and kaolinite particles.
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Figure A ^ : Relative Sizes (Edge View) of Clay Particles
The properties of clay minerals are related to  the ir particle size and their struc­
ture, for example smectite clays undergo large volume changes on w etting and 
drying since cations and w ater are  easily adsorbed between layers. Sm ectite is 
said to  have an ‘expanding lattice structure’ since the un it layers can b e  eas­
ily separated. On th e  other hand kaolinites are relatively w ater resistant since 
cations and hydration w ater are adsorbed onto the outside surface of the  particle. 
Thus kaolinites do no t swell or shrink very much.
The type  of adsorbed cation also influences the  properties for example, sodium 
smectite swells and shrinks m ore than  calcium smectite.
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